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Abstract: A four-dimensional Abelian gauge eld can be coupled to a 3d CFT with a
U(1) symmetry living on a boundary. This coupling gives rise to a continuous family of
boundary conformal eld theories (BCFT) parametrized by the gauge coupling  in the
upper-half plane and by the choice of the CFT in the decoupling limit  ! 1. Upon
performing an SL(2;Z) transformation in the bulk and going to the decoupling limit in
the new frame, one nds a dierent 3d CFT on the boundary, related to the original one
by Witten's SL(2;Z) action [1]. In particular the cusps on the real  axis correspond
to the 3d gauging of the original CFT. We study general properties of this BCFT. We
show how to express bulk one and two-point functions, and the hemisphere free-energy, in
terms of the two-point functions of the boundary electric and magnetic currents. We then
consider the case in which the 3d CFT is one Dirac fermion. Thanks to 3d dualities this
BCFT is mapped to itself by a bulk S transformation, and it also admits a decoupling
limit which gives the O(2) model on the boundary. We compute scaling dimensions of
boundary operators and the hemisphere free-energy up to two loops. Using an S-duality
improved ansatz, we extrapolate the perturbative results and nd good approximations
to the observables of the O(2) model. We also consider examples with other theories on
the boundary, such as large-Nf Dirac fermions | for which the extrapolation to strong
coupling can be done exactly order-by-order in 1=Nf | and a free complex scalar.
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1 Introduction
The objective of this paper is to study conformal invariant boundary conditions for free
Abelian gauge theory in four-dimensions. A striking property of these BCFTs is that
they are typically well-dened on some open patch in the space of the four-dimensional
gauge coupling.
The simplest way to produce such boundary conditions is to couple the four-
dimensional gauge elds to a three-dimensional CFT with a U(1) global symmetry. This
is sometimes called a \modied Neumann" boundary condition [2]. Assuming that cer-
tain mild conditions are satised, one obtains a BCFT which is well-dened as long as
the four-dimensional gauge coupling is suciently small [3{9]. The conformal data of the
BCFT can be computed from the data of the original CFT by perturbation theory in the
four-dimensional gauge coupling.
Conversely, there is a general expectation that any BCFT B dened at arbitrarily small
4d gauge coupling will be either a Dirichlet boundary condition or a modied Neumann
boundary condition associated to some 3d CFT T1[B] with a U(1) symmetry. Because of
electric-magnetic duality, the same statement applies to any other \cusp" C in the space
of the complexied gauge coupling, where some dual description of the four-dimensional
gauge eld becomes arbitrarily weakly coupled. If the BCFT B is dened around the
cusp C, we can associate to it another 3d CFT TC [B], which is obtained from T1[B] by
applying the SL(2;Z) transformation [1] that maps the cusp at innity to C. Therefore, the
theories living at the other cusps can be thought of as 3d Abelian gauge theories obtained
by gauging the U(1) global symmetry of T1[B].
In the absence of phase transitions, a given BCFT B can be dened on the whole space
of 4d gauge couplings and is thus associated to an innite family T[B] of 3d CFTs. The
conformal data of the BCFT will admit a similar collection of perturbative expansions in
the neighbourhood of each cusp.
In the rst part of this paper we study general properties of this family of BCFT's. A
universal feature is the presence in the spectrum of boundary operators of two conserved
U(1) currents, the electric and the magnetic currents, that arise as a consequence of the
electric and magnetic one-form symmetries in the bulk [10]. The endpoints of bulk line
operators carry charge under this U(1)  U(1) symmetry, while all the local boundary
operators are neutral. By matching the bulk and boundary OPE expansions of correlators
of the bulk eld strength, we show that several BCFT observables | including non-local
ones such as the free-energy on a hemisphere background | can be obtained in terms of
the coecients cij in the two-point correlators of these currents, and of the coecient CD^
of the two-point function of the displacement operator. The latter relations hold for any
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 , provided B exists. We also show that the leading perturbative corrections to cij and
CD^ around a cusp are captured universally in terms of the two-point function of the U(1)
current of the 3d CFT living at the cusp, in the decoupling limit.
In the second part of this paper we turn these abstract considerations into a very con-
crete computational strategy: if some TC is simple enough for perturbative computations
to be feasible, we may study the properties of other T theories by re-summing the pertur-
bation theory. If we happen to know, or conjecture, that there are two cusps C and C 0 such
that TC and TC0 are both simple, we may be able to implement an enhanced re-summation
which uses both piece of data to predict the properties of the other T theories.
This approach gives a new approximation scheme, orthogonal to previously known
perturbative approaches to 3d Abelian gauge theories such as the -expansion [11{18] or
the large-N expansion (see e.g. [19{25] for recent results and the review [26]). We will
apply this strategy to a very nice boundary condition for a U(1) gauge theory, which is
conjecturally associated to a free Dirac fermion at two distinct cusps and to the O(2) model
at two other cusps [27{31]. The fact that these theories appear at the cusps can be seen as
a consequence of the recently discovered 3d dualities [27, 32, 33], and it entails the existence
of a Z2 action on  that leaves B(; ) invariant. We will do a two-loop calculation at the
free-fermion cusp and then extrapolate to the O(2) cusp, nding good agreement with the
known data of the O(2) model.
We also consider other applications: taking the boundary degrees of freedom to be
an even number 2Nf of free Dirac fermions, setting the gauge coupling to g
2 = =Nf and
taking Nf to innity with  xed, we argue that the theory admits a 1=Nf -expansion, which
interpolates between the free theory at  = 0 and large-Nf QED3 at  = 1. The exact
 dependence can be easily obtained order-by-order in the 1=Nf expansion. Applying the
general strategy to compute the hemisphere partition function to this case, and taking the
limit  ! 1, we obtain the 1=Nf correction to the sphere partition function of large-Nf
QED3. Another example with a Z2 duality acting on  is conjecturally obtained in the case
where the theory on the boundary is a free complex scalar, or equivalently the U(1) Gross-
Neveu model [34, 35]. We consider perturbation theory around the free-scalar cusp, and
show the existence of a stable xed point for the classically marginal sextic coupling on the
boundary at large  . We also discuss an example with two bulk gauge elds coupled to two
distinct Dirac fermions on the boundary. We show how to obtain QED3 with 2 fermionic
avors starting with this setup, using the extended electric-magnetic duality group Sp(4;Z)
that acts on the two bulk gauge elds.
1.1 Structure of the paper
We start in section 2 by reviewing the non-interacting boundary conditions for a Maxwell
eld in four dimensions. We then dene the family of interacting boundary conditions
B(; ). We derive the general relations that we described above for the bulk two- and
three-point functions of the eld strength, and obtain the leading corrections in perturba-
tion theory around the cusps in the  plane. In section 3 we obtain similar results for a
dierent observable, the hemisphere partition function of B(; ). In particular we show
how to recover the S3 partition function for the 3d CFTs in the decoupling limit. In sec-
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tion 4 we put this machinery at work in the example of the boundary condition dened by
the O(2) model / a free Dirac fermion. Section 5 contains the other applications that we
consider: large-Nf fermions, a complex scalar, and two bulk gauge elds coupled to two
Dirac fermions. We conclude in section 6 by discussing some future directions. Several
appendices include the details of calculations, and some supplementary material, e.g. a
calculation of the anomalous dimension of the boundary stress-tensor using multiplet re-
combination in appendix F, and an explanation of the technique that we used to evaluate
the two-loop integrals in appendix G.
2 Boundary conditions for 4d Abelian gauge eld
2.1 Generalities
Boundary Conformal Field Theories for a free d-dimensional bulk quantum eld theory
are interesting theoretical objects. On one hand, the correlation functions of bulk local
operators are controlled by the free equations of motion. In particular, they are fully
determined by their behaviour near the boundary, which is encoded in some very simple
bulk-to-boundary OPE for the bulk free elds.
The free bulk-to-boundary OPE essentially identies some special boundary local op-
erators as the boundary values of the bulk free elds and their normal derivatives. The
correlation functions of these boundary operators determine all correlation functions of
bulk operators. These boundary correlation functions, though, can in principle be as com-
plicated as those of any CFT in (d  1) dimensions.
The case of four-dimensional free Abelian gauge theory (with compact gauge group) is
particularly interesting because the bulk theory has an exactly marginal gauge coupling.1
Furthermore, a BCFT dened for some value of the bulk gauge coupling can typically
be deformed to a BCFT dened at a neighbouring value of the bulk gauge coupling by
conformal perturbation theory in the gauge coupling. The leading order obstruction is
the presence of marginal boundary operators in the bulk-to-boundary OPE of the bulk
Lagrangian operators F 2 and F ^ F , which can lead to a logarithmic divergence as the
bulk perturbation approaches the boundary. Generically, no such operators will be present
and the BCFT can be deformed.
In this section, we will discuss the properties of some standard BCFT's which can
be dened in an arbitrarily weakly-coupled gauge theory, starting with free boundary
conditions and then including interacting degrees of freedom at the boundary. On general
grounds, we expect that any BCFT which can be dened at arbitrarily weak coupling will
take this form.
1If the gauge group is compact, say U(1), the gauge eld has an intrinsic normalization and thus the
coecient in front of the bulk Lagrangian is canonically dened even if the bulk theory is free. Local
interactions between the gauge elds and any other degrees of freedom localized in non-zero co-dimension
obviously cannot renormalize the bulk gauge coupling. Furthermore, the strength of the interactions between
the gauge elds and such other degrees of freedom is controlled by the bulk gauge coupling and by quantized
gauge charges and thus cannot get renormalized. The only possible beta functions involve gauge-invariant
boundary local operators. This fact is often obfuscated in perturbative treatments and then proven with the
help of Ward identities, in a manner analogous to the non-renormalization of gauge charges in QED [3{9].
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2.2 Free boundary conditions and SL(2;Z) action
Consider a U(1) gauge eld A on R3  R+. We adopt Euclidean signature, and use
coordinates x = (~x; y) where x4  y  0 is the coordinate on R+, and ~x are the coordinates
on R3. We denote the components of x as x,  = 1; 2; 3; 4, and those of ~x as xa, a = 1; 2; 3.
The eld strength is F = @A   @A, its Hodge dual is ~F = 12  F and the self-
dual/anti-self-dual components are F =
1
2(F  ~F). They satisfy 12  F = F .
In the absence of interactions with boundary modes, by varying the action
S[A;  ] =
Z
y0
dy d3~x

1
4g2
FF
 +
i
322
F
F 

(2.1)
=   i
8
Z
y0
dy d3~x
 
F F
    F+F+

; (2.2)
we nd the bulk equation of motion 1
g2
@F
 = 0 and the boundary term
S@ =  
Z
y=0
d3~x Aa

1
g2
Fya + i

42
~Fya

(2.3)
=
i
2
Z
y=0
d3~x Aa(F ya   F+ya) : (2.4)
Our convention for the orientation is abcy = abc. In equations (2.2){(2.4) we combined
g and  in the complex coupling  = 2 +
2i
g2
. From eq. (2.4) we see that the possible
boundary conditions for the gauge eld when no boundary modes are present are
 Dirichlet: Aajy=0 = 0, which is equivalent to
(F ya   F+ya)jy=0 =   ~Fyajy=0 = 0 ; (2.5)
 Neumann:
(F ya   F+ya)jy=0 = 0 : (2.6)
Equivalently, introducing
 =
Re
Im
=
 g2
42
2 R ; (2.7)
we can write this condition as (Fya + i ~Fya)jy=0 = 0, in particular for  = 0 it
simplies to the standard Neumann condition Fyajy=0 = 0.
It is convenient to introduce the boundary currents
2iJ^a = F
 
ya(~x; y = 0)  F+ya(~x; y = 0) ;
2iI^a = F
 
ya(~x; y = 0)  F+ya(~x; y = 0) :
(2.8)
in terms of which the Dirichlet condition is I^ = 0, and the Neumann condition is J^ = 0.
On R4 this theory enjoys an SL(2;Z) duality group
 !  0 = a + b
c + d
; a; b; c; d 2 Z ; ad  bc = 1 : (2.9)
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The duality group acts on the elds as
F  ! F
0 
 = (c + d)F
 
 ;
F+ ! F
0+
 = (c + d)F
+
 :
(2.10)
When the boundary is introduced, the group SL(2;Z) also acts on the boundary conditions.
From (2.10) we see that the action on the boundary currents is
J^a ! aJ^a + bI^a ;
I^a ! cJ^a + dI^a :
(2.11)
The Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions above are exchanged under the S
transformation  !   1 , i.e. electric-magnetic duality. Indeed, the S transformation ex-
changes J^ and I^.
However, comparing eqs. (2.5){(2.6) and eqs. (2.10){(2.11) we see that the general
SL(2;Z) transformation does not act within the set of boundary conditions that we de-
scribed above. This is because we assumed that no degrees of freedom are present on the
boundary, while the generic SL(2;Z) transformation requires the introduction of topolog-
ical degrees of freedom on the boundary, namely 3d gauge-elds with Chern-Simons (CS)
actions, coupled to the bulk gauge eld through a topological U(1) current [1, 36, 37]. Note
that even in the presence of these topological degrees of freedom the theory is still free,
because the action is quadratic. Taking this into account, one nds that the most general
free boundary condition for the U(1) gauge eld is
pJ^a + qI^a = 0 ; (2.12)
where p; q 2 Z. This set of boundary conditions is closed under the action (2.11) of
SL(2;Z). We will refer to this more general free boundary condition as \(p; q) boundary
condition". The (0; 1) and (1; 0) boundary conditions correspond to the Dirichlet and
Neumann boundary conditions above, respectively.
When we impose the (p; q) condition, the unconstrained components of the gauge elds
give a current operator on the boundary
p0J^a + q0I^a (2.13)
with pq0   p0q = 1, whose correlators are just computed by Wick contraction, i.e. the
boundary theory is a mean-eld theory for this current. We can always shift (p0; q0) by a
multiple of (p; q), and this gives rise to the same current thanks to the boundary condition.
Since the above boundary conditions preserve conformal symmetry, we can regard this
system as a free boundary conformal eld theory, and rephrase the boundary conditions in
terms of a certain bulk-to-boundary OPE of the eld strength F . Using the equation of
motion and the Bianchi identity one nds that the only primary boundary operators that
can appear in the bulk-to-boundary OPE of F are conserved currents, see appendix B
for a derivation. The free boundary conditions described above correspond to having only
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one conserved current in this OPE, that can be identied with p0J^a + q0I^a. For instance,
for the Dirichlet (0; 1) boundary condition
F(~x; y) 
y!0
 g2J^a(~x)2a[]y + : : : ; (2.14)
where the dots denote subleading descendant terms, and the square brackets denote anti-
symmetrization. The general (p; q) case can be obtained from the Dirichlet case by acting
with an SL(2;Z) transformation (2.10){(2.11).
2.3 Two-point function in the free theory
In this section we compute the two-point function hF(x1)F(x2)i on R3  R+ in the
free theory. We use that the two-point function is a Green function, i.e. it satises the
equations of motion
1
g2
@hF(x1)F(x2)i = (@   @)4(x12) ; (2.15)
and the Bianchi identity
@hF(x1)F(x2)i = 0 : (2.16)
on y  0, and it also satises the boundary conditions at y = 0. We are denoting x12 
x1   x2.
To start with, the Green function on R4 (i.e. without a boundary) is
hF(x1)F(x2)iR4 =
g2
2
G;(x12) ; (2.17)
G;(x)  I(x)I(x)  I(x)I(x)
(x2)2
; (2.18)
where I(x) =    2xxx2 . Starting from (2.17) and using the method of images we can
easily write down the two-point function in the presence of the boundary. The calculation
is showed in the appendix A.
In the case  = 0 we nd
hF(x1)F(x2)iR3R+ =
g2
2

(1  s v4)G;(x12) + s v4H;(~x12; y1; y2)

; (2.19)
H;(~x12; y1; y2)  2 1
(x2)2
[X1X2 I(x12) +X1 X2I(x12)
 X1X2I(x12) X1 X2 I(x12)] ; (2.20)
for Dirichlet (s = 1) and Neumann (s =  1) conditions. Here Xi  are the conformally
covariant vectors [38]
Xi   yi v

@i  = v

2
yi si x12
x212
  n

; i = 1; 2 ; s1 =  s2 = 1 ; (2.21)
and  is the conformally invariant cross-ratio
  x
2
12
4y1y2
 v
2
1  v2 : (2.22)
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For the more general Neumann boundary condition with  6= 0 we nd
hF(x1)F(x2)iR3R+
=
g2
2


0
[
0
] + v
4

1  2
1 + 2

0
[
0
]   i

1 + 2
 
00


G;00(x12)
  v4

1  2
1 + 2

0
[
0
]   i

1 + 2
 
00


H;00(~x12; y1; y2)

: (2.23)
Even though not manifest, it can be veried that Bose symmetry is satised in this expres-
sion. From now on we will drop the subscript R3  R+.
It is also useful to rewrite this two point function in terms of the selfdual/antiselfdual
components. The selfdual/antiselfdual projectors are
P  =
1
2

[

] 
1
2
 

: (2.24)
We introduce the following notation
G;;  P 
00
 P
 00
 G00;00 ; (2.25)
G;;  P 
00
 P
 00
 G00;00 ; (2.26)
and similarly for the structure H. The following identities hold
G; = 0 ; (2.27)
G;  H; = 0 : (2.28)
Recalling the denition (2.7) of , we obtain
hF+(x1)F+(x2)i =
2
 Im


v4H++;(~x12; y1; y2) ; (2.29)
hF (x1)F (x2)i =
2
 Im


v4H  ;(~x12; y1; y2) ; (2.30)
hF+(x1)F (x2)i =
2
 Im
G+ ;(x12) ; (2.31)
hF (x1)F+(x2)i =
2
 Im
G +;(x12) : (2.32)
The result above is the eld-strength two-point function in the free theory with Neumann
boundary conditions. As we argued in section 2.2, the result for the (p; q) boundary
conditions (2.12) simply follows from an SL(2;Z) transformation (2.10){(2.11). As an
example, for Dirichlet boundary conditions one nds
hF+(x1)F+(x2)i =
2j j2
 Im
v4H++;(~x12; y1; y2) ; (2.33)
hF (x1)F (x2)i =
2j j2
 Im
v4H  ;(~x12; y1; y2) ; (2.34)
hF+(x1)F (x2)i =
2j j2
 Im
G+ ;(x12) ; (2.35)
hF (x1)F+(x2)i =
2j j2
 Im
G +;(x12) : (2.36)
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2.4 Coupling to a CFT on the boundary
Consider now a 3d CFT living on the boundary at y = 0. We assume that the CFT has
a U(1) global symmetry, with associated current J^CFT a. We take the Neumann boundary
condition for the gauge eld, which corresponds to a mean-eld current operator I^a on
the boundary. The two sectors can be coupled in a natural way, simply by gauging the
U(1) symmetry via the y ! 0 limit of the bulk gauge eld. This amounts to adding the
boundary coupling Z
y=0
d3~x J^aCFTAa + seagulls ; (2.37)
and restricting the spectrum of local boundary operators to the U(1) invariant ones.
Charged boundary operators can be made gauge-invariant by attaching to them bulk
Wilson lines. Therefore, it still makes sense to consider them after the gauging, but as
endpoints of line operators rather than as local boundary operators.
The boundary coupling modies the boundary condition of the gauge eld to the
\modied Neumann" condition
J^a  J^CFT a : (2.38)
Hence as a consequence of the interactions both I^a and J^a are nontrivial operators.
As we explained above  is an exactly marginal coupling, but we should worry about
quantum eects breaking the boundary conformal symmetry by generating beta functions
for boundary interactions. If the original 3d CFT has no marginal operators, these bound-
ary beta functions start at linear order in the coupling and can be cancelled order-by-order
in perturbation theory by turning on extra boundary interactions of order  1.2 Barring
other non-perturbative phenomena such as the emergence of a condensate, we expect a
BCFT to exist for suciently large  , with conformal data perturbatively close to that of
the original CFT. We denote this BCFT with B(; ).
If the original 3d CFT has marginal operators the situation is more subtle: turning on
boundary couplings ^ will produce a beta function of order ^2 for the marginal operators.
This may or not have the correct sign to cancel the  1 contributions. If it does not,
we do not expect any unitary BCFT to exist, though one may be able to produce some
non-unitary \complex" BCFT with complex couplings.
Conversely, suppose that we are given a BCFT B(; ) dened continuously for arbi-
trarily weak gauge coupling. If B(; ) is an interacting boundary condition, we expect
that if we take the gauge coupling to 0 the properties of B(; ) will approach those of a
3d CFT with a U(1) global symmetry.
As we will discuss later in this section, the bulk correlation functions are determined by
the boundary correlation functions of the two conserved boundary current I^a and J^a dened
in eq. (2.8). Due to the boundary condition (2.38), at weak coupling, J^a is inherited from
the boundary degrees of freedom and the corresponding charge is carried by the endpoints
of bulk Wilson lines ending at the boundary. On the other hand, I^a is analogue to the
2E.g. if the theory on the boundary is a free scalar eld, loop corrections can generate the operator 2
on the boundary with coecient   12UV , where UV is the cuto, but the only implication of this term
is that the tuning of m2 needs to be adjusted at order  1.
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\topological" charge in three-dimensional U(1) gauge theories and the corresponding charge
is carried by the endpoints of bulk 't Hooft lines ending at the boundary.
When the coupling is turned o, the conformal dimension of endpoints of 't Hooft lines
blows up and the hI^aI^ai correlation functions go to zero. The I^a current decouples from the
BCFT correlation functions as they collapse to the correlation functions of the underlying
3d CFT T0;1[B] (this is the CFT that we denoted with T1[B] in the introduction).
2.5 Boundary propagator of the photon
In order to compute corrections to boundary correlators and beta functions of boundary
couplings in perturbation theory at large  , we need the propagator of the gauge eld
between two points on the boundary. Since we are perturbing around the decoupling limit,
this can be readily obtained from the knowledge of the two-point function in the free
theory (2.23). Recall from the discussion around eq. (2.14) that in the free theory F has
a non-singular bulk-to-boundary OPE. So the boundary two-point function of the operator
Fab is obtained by specifying the indices to be parallel in eq. (2.23), and then taking the
limit in which both insertion points approach the boundary. When taking this limit, we
need to pay attention to possible contact terms that can arise due the following nascent
delta-functions
y
(y2 + ~x2)2
 !
y!0
23(~x) ; (2.39)
and its derivatives. Even though usually we only compute correlators up to contact terms,
these kind of contact terms in the two-point functions of 3d currents do actually contain
physical information [39]. In this context, they encode the -dependence of the boundary
two-point function of Fab. Relatedly, they are also needed to obtain the correct boundary
propagator of the photon.
To obtain the (ab; cd) components of the two-point function (2.23) we need the com-
ponents (ab; cd) and (ya0; cd) of the structures G and H. The structure G gives
1 + v4

1  2
1 + 2

Gab;cd(x12)  !
y1;2!0
2
1 + 2
G3dab;cd(~x12) ; (2.40)
 2v4 
1 + 2
i ya
0
ab Gya0;cd(x12)  !y1;2!0  
2
1 + 2
i 2ab[c(@~x12)d]
3(~x12) : (2.41)
Here G3dab;cd denotes the same structure as in eq. (2.17) with the replacement of I by the
3d analogue
I3dab (~x)  ab  
2xaxb
~x2
: (2.42)
On the other hand the only non-zero component of the structure H in the limit y1;2 ! 0 is
Hya;yb, hence the H structure completely drops in the calculation of the propagator. The
result is
hFab(~x1; 0)Fcd(~x2; 0)i = g
2
2

2
1 + 2
G3dab;cd(~x12) 
2
1 + 2
i 2ab[c(@~x12)d]
3(~x12)

: (2.43)
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It is convenient to go to momentum space, by applying a Fourier transform with respect
to the boundary coordinates
hFab(~x1; 0)Fcd(~x2; 0)i 
Z
d3~p
(2)3
hFab(~p; 0)Fcd( ~p; 0)iei~p~x12 : (2.44)
We obtain
hFab(~p; 0)Fcd( ~p; 0)i = 2g
2
1 + 2

j~p j

a[cpd]pb
~p 2
  b[cpd]pa
~p 2

+ ab[cpd]

: (2.45)
We can nally determine the propagator of the gauge eld between two-points in the
boundary by imposing that the exterior derivative reproduces the two-point function (2.45).
The result is
hAa(~p; 0)Ab( ~p; 0)i  ab(~p ) = g
2
1 + 2
"
ab   (1  )papb~p 2
j~p j + abc
pc
~p 2
#
: (2.46)
The parameter  is not xed by requiring consistency with eq. (2.45), and parametrizes a
choice of gauge. From the structure of the propagator we see that the natural perturbative
limit is g2 ! 0 with  xed, which means  !1 with a xed ratio  between the real and
the imaginary part. Observables are expressed as a power series in g
2
1+2
with coecients
that are themselves polynomials in , more precisely the coecient of the order O   g2
1+2
n
is a polynomial in  of degree n.
2.5.1 Relations to large-k and large-Nf perturbation theories
Recall that a 3d Abelian gauge eld a with CS action i k4
R
a ^ da has propagator (up to
gauge redundancy)
haa(~p)ab( ~p)i = 2
k
abc
pc
~p 2
: (2.47)
We see that the contact term in eq. (2.45) produced a term in the boundary propaga-
tor (2.46) that is identical to the CS one. In particular, from the perturbation theory that
we will consider one can immediately recover results for large-k perturbation theory in
Abelian 3d gauge theories, simply by setting (recall that  = g
2
42
)
g2
1 + 2
n
m  ! 0 ; if m < n (2.48)
g2
1 + 2
n
n  !

2
k
n
: (2.49)
Indeed, in the limit g2 !1 only the -term is left in the bulk action, and the model that
we are considering is equivalent to a CS theory on the boundary, with k = 2 . The only
role played by the bulk in this case is to allow generic real values of the CS coupling.
We can also compare to the limit of large number of matter avors Nf , in which observ-
ables at the IR xed point of 3d Abelian gauge theories can be computed perturbatively in
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1=Nf . In this regime, after resumming bubble diagrams, one nds the following \eective"
propagator (again, up to gauge redundancy)
haa(~p)ab( ~p)i  1
Nf
ab
j~p j : (2.50)
The proportionality constant depends on the details of the theory. The resulting \non-
local" propagator has precisely the same form of the boundary propagator (2.46) in the
case  = 0.3 Hence, once again, the two types of perturbation theories inform each other,
and results for one case can be applied in the other case as well. Compared to the large-k
perturbation theory, here additional care is needed, because the order at which we are
computing a certain observable in the 1=Nf -expansion does not coincide with the number
of internal photon lines in the corresponding diagram, owing to the fact that diagrams with
a larger number of internal photon lines can get an enhancement by a positive power of
Nf from loops of matter elds. Nevertheless, single diagrams computed in one context can
be used in the other context, and we will see an application of this observation later. A
generalization of the large-Nf limit is obtained by taking both Nf and k large, with a xed
ratio, and was studied recently in [20]. In this case one nds a propagator that contains
both terms in eq. (2.46), and the same comments about the relation of the two types of
perturbation theory apply.
2.6 Exploring strong coupling
As the coupling is increased, the two currents I^a and J^a should be treated on an even
footing. Indeed, they are rotated into each other by the SL(2;Z) group of electric-magnetic
dualities of the bulk theory. Assuming no phase transitions, as we approach cusps  !   qp
where the dual gauge coupling becomes weak in some alternative duality frame, we expect
dual statements to be true: the pJ^+qI^ current should decouple from the BCFT correlation
functions as they collapse to the correlation functions of a new 3d CFT Tp;q[B], which gives
the dual weakly coupled description of the original BFCT.
Using the notion of duality walls [36, 37], one can argue that Tp;q should be obtained
from T0;1 by Witten's SL(2;Z) action on 3d CFTs equipped with a U(1) global sym-
metry [1]. This involves coupling T0;1 to a certain collection of 3d Abelian gauge elds
with appropriate Chern-Simons couplings. This statement requires some care and several
caveats about the absence of phase transitions as we vary  .
In an optimal situation where these phase transitions are absent, this picture implies
that the data of B(; ) will approach the data of an innite collection of 3d CFTs Tp;q
as  !   qp , sitting in the same universality classes as certain 3d Abelian gauge theories
coupled to T0;1. This is depicted in gure 1. If we \integrate out" the bulk and restrict our
attention to the 3d boundary, what we just described can be stated as the existence of a
3The two types of non-locality have dierent physical origins, in our setup the non-locality on the
boundary is due to the existence of the bulk, while in the large-Nf limit it emerges due to the resummation
of innitely-many Feynman diagrams. The fact that the resulting two-point functions of the eld strength
have the same power of momentum is of course no surprise, because that is just xed by the scaling
dimension of conserved currents in 3d.
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Figure 1. The family of conformal boundary conditions B(; ) labeled by the variable  in the
upper-half plane and by a 3d CFT T0;1 with U(1) global symmetry. At the cusp at innity the
current I^a decouples and we are left with the local 3d theory T0;1 on the boundary, with U(1) current
J^a. Approaching this cusp from T -translations of the fundamental domain amounts to adding a CS
contact term to the 3d theory, or equivalently to redene the current J^a by multiples of the current
I^a that is decoupling. This is the T operation on T0;1 in the sense of [1]. In the favorable situation
in which no phase transitions occur, the BCFT continuously interpolate to the cusps at the rational
points of the real axis  =  q=p, where again the bulk and the boundary decouple and we nd new
3d CFTs Tp;q. These theories are obtained from T0;1 with a more general SL(2;Z) transformation,
that involves coupling the original U(1) global symmetry to a 3d dynamical gauge eld.
family of non-local 3d conformal theories (i.e. with no stress-tensor in the spectrum) that
continuously interpolate between dierent local 3d CFTs. More precisely, in the decoupling
limit the 3d theory is a direct product of a 3d CFT and a non-local sector associated to the
boundary condition of the free bulk eld. This is reminiscent of the construction of [40{42]
in the context of the long-range Ising model.
Let us mention a possible mechanism for a phase transition. As we change continuously
 from the neighbourhood of the \ungauged cusp" T0;1 towards the \gauged cusps" Tp;q,
the dimension of boundary operators are nontrivial functions of  . A scalar boundary
operator O^ might become marginal at a certain codimension 1 wall in the  -plane. This
possibility is depicted in gure 2. In perturbation theory in the vicinity of the wall, we can
repeat the logic that we used in the subsection 2.4 when discussing perturbation theory
around T0;1 in presence of boundary marginal operators. Namely, the boundary marginal
coupling ^ will generically have a non-trivial beta function, which depends both on ^ and
 , and whose leading contributions are 4
^(;  ; ^) = b(F )2;O^  + b(F+)2;O^  + CO^O^O^^
2 + : : : : (2.51)
4Note that this expression for the beta function is valid also in the decoupling limit  ! 1. Indeed in
that limit b(F )2;O^ /  2 and b(F+)2;O^ /  2, from which we recover that the leading contributions from
the bulk gauge elds are of order  1 and  1.
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<latexit sha1_base64="ZOaFCoxLG5fC26g9/SV/6TH9XKU=">AAAB7nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8CAlkYIei148VugXtKFstpN26WYTdjdCCf0RXjwo4tXf481/47bNQVtfWHh4Z4adeYNEcG1c99spbGxube8Ud0t7+weHR+Xjk7aOU8WwxWIRq25ANQousWW4EdhNFNIoENgJJvfzeucJleaxbJppgn5ER5KHnFFjrU5zkLlX3mxQrrhVdyGyDl4OFcjVGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izKGmE2s8W687IhXWGJIyVfdKQhft7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO9Wpub/9V6qQlv/YzLJDUo2fKjMBXExGR+OxlyhcyIqQXKFLe7EjamijJjEyrZELzVk9ehfV31LD/WKvW7PI4inME5XIIHN1CHB2hACxhM4Ble4c1JnBfn3flYthacfOYU/sj5/AFxxY74</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZOaFCoxLG5fC26g9/SV/6TH9XKU=">AAAB7nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8CAlkYIei148VugXtKFstpN26WYTdjdCCf0RXjwo4tXf481/47bNQVtfWHh4Z4adeYNEcG1c99spbGxube8Ud0t7+weHR+Xjk7aOU8WwxWIRq25ANQousWW4EdhNFNIoENgJJvfzeucJleaxbJppgn5ER5KHnFFjrU5zkLlX3mxQrrhVdyGyDl4OFcjVGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izKGmE2s8W687IhXWGJIyVfdKQhft7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO9Wpub/9V6qQlv/YzLJDUo2fKjMBXExGR+OxlyhcyIqQXKFLe7EjamijJjEyrZELzVk9ehfV31LD/WKvW7PI4inME5XIIHN1CHB2hACxhM4Ble4c1JnBfn3flYthacfOYU/sj5/AFxxY74</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZOaFCoxLG5fC26g9/SV/6TH9XKU=">AAAB7nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8CAlkYIei148VugXtKFstpN26WYTdjdCCf0RXjwo4tXf481/47bNQVtfWHh4Z4adeYNEcG1c99spbGxube8Ud0t7+weHR+Xjk7aOU8WwxWIRq25ANQousWW4EdhNFNIoENgJJvfzeucJleaxbJppgn5ER5KHnFFjrU5zkLlX3mxQrrhVdyGyDl4OFcjVGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izKGmE2s8W687IhXWGJIyVfdKQhft7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO9Wpub/9V6qQlv/YzLJDUo2fKjMBXExGR+OxlyhcyIqQXKFLe7EjamijJjEyrZELzVk9ehfV31LD/WKvW7PI4inME5XIIHN1CHB2hACxhM4Ble4c1JnBfn3flYthacfOYU/sj5/AFxxY74</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZOaFCoxLG5fC26g9/SV/6TH9XKU=">AAAB7nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8CAlkYIei148VugXtKFstpN26WYTdjdCCf0RXjwo4tXf481/47bNQVtfWHh4Z4adeYNEcG1c99spbGxube8Ud0t7+weHR+Xjk7aOU8WwxWIRq25ANQousWW4EdhNFNIoENgJJvfzeucJleaxbJppgn5ER5KHnFFjrU5zkLlX3mxQrrhVdyGyDl4OFcjVGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izKGmE2s8W687IhXWGJIyVfdKQhft7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO9Wpub/9V6qQlv/YzLJDUo2fKjMBXExGR+OxlyhcyIqQXKFLe7EjamijJjEyrZELzVk9ehfV31LD/WKvW7PI4inME5XIIHN1CHB2hACxhM4Ble4c1JnBfn3flYthacfOYU/sj5/AFxxY74</latexit>
real B(τ, τ¯)
<latexit sha1_base64="aOfycx1M20y9om156UppdTKNTQQ=">AAACCHicdZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26MFiEClImRWy7K3XjsoK9QKeUTJq2oZkLyRmxDHXnxldx40IRtz6CO9/GTFtBRQ8EPv7/HE7O74ZSaLDtD2thcWl5ZTW1ll7f2NzazuzsNnQQKcbrLJCBarlUcyl8XgcBkrdCxannSt50R+eJ37zmSovAv4JxyDseHfiiLxgFI3UzBw7wG4jNiJzcVnMO0OgEOy5VcYKT424ma+dt2yaE4ARI8cw2UC6XCqSESWKZyqJ51bqZd6cXsMjjPjBJtW4TO4ROTBUIJvkk7USah5SN6IC3DfrU47oTTw+Z4COj9HA/UOb5gKfq94mYelqPPdd0ehSG+reXiH957Qj6pU4s/DAC7rPZon4kMQQ4SQX3hOIM5NgAZUqYv2I2pIoyMNmlTQhfl+L/oVHIE8OXp9lKdR5HCu2jQ5RDBBVRBV2gGqojhu7QA3pCz9a99Wi9WK+z1gVrPrOHfpT19gkc9ZoG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aOfycx1M20y9om156UppdTKNTQQ=">AAACCHicdZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26MFiEClImRWy7K3XjsoK9QKeUTJq2oZkLyRmxDHXnxldx40IRtz6CO9/GTFtBRQ8EPv7/HE7O74ZSaLDtD2thcWl5ZTW1ll7f2NzazuzsNnQQKcbrLJCBarlUcyl8XgcBkrdCxannSt50R+eJ37zmSovAv4JxyDseHfiiLxgFI3UzBw7wG4jNiJzcVnMO0OgEOy5VcYKT424ma+dt2yaE4ARI8cw2UC6XCqSESWKZyqJ51bqZd6cXsMjjPjBJtW4TO4ROTBUIJvkk7USah5SN6IC3DfrU47oTTw+Z4COj9HA/UOb5gKfq94mYelqPPdd0ehSG+reXiH957Qj6pU4s/DAC7rPZon4kMQQ4SQX3hOIM5NgAZUqYv2I2pIoyMNmlTQhfl+L/oVHIE8OXp9lKdR5HCu2jQ5RDBBVRBV2gGqojhu7QA3pCz9a99Wi9WK+z1gVrPrOHfpT19gkc9ZoG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aOfycx1M20y9om156UppdTKNTQQ=">AAACCHicdZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26MFiEClImRWy7K3XjsoK9QKeUTJq2oZkLyRmxDHXnxldx40IRtz6CO9/GTFtBRQ8EPv7/HE7O74ZSaLDtD2thcWl5ZTW1ll7f2NzazuzsNnQQKcbrLJCBarlUcyl8XgcBkrdCxannSt50R+eJ37zmSovAv4JxyDseHfiiLxgFI3UzBw7wG4jNiJzcVnMO0OgEOy5VcYKT424ma+dt2yaE4ARI8cw2UC6XCqSESWKZyqJ51bqZd6cXsMjjPjBJtW4TO4ROTBUIJvkk7USah5SN6IC3DfrU47oTTw+Z4COj9HA/UOb5gKfq94mYelqPPdd0ehSG+reXiH957Qj6pU4s/DAC7rPZon4kMQQ4SQX3hOIM5NgAZUqYv2I2pIoyMNmlTQhfl+L/oVHIE8OXp9lKdR5HCu2jQ5RDBBVRBV2gGqojhu7QA3pCz9a99Wi9WK+z1gVrPrOHfpT19gkc9ZoG</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aOfycx1M20y9om156UppdTKNTQQ=">AAACCHicdZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9VV26MFiEClImRWy7K3XjsoK9QKeUTJq2oZkLyRmxDHXnxldx40IRtz6CO9/GTFtBRQ8EPv7/HE7O74ZSaLDtD2thcWl5ZTW1ll7f2NzazuzsNnQQKcbrLJCBarlUcyl8XgcBkrdCxannSt50R+eJ37zmSovAv4JxyDseHfiiLxgFI3UzBw7wG4jNiJzcVnMO0OgEOy5VcYKT424ma+dt2yaE4ARI8cw2UC6XCqSESWKZyqJ51bqZd6cXsMjjPjBJtW4TO4ROTBUIJvkk7USah5SN6IC3DfrU47oTTw+Z4COj9HA/UOb5gKfq94mYelqPPdd0ehSG+reXiH957Qj6pU4s/DAC7rPZon4kMQQ4SQX3hOIM5NgAZUqYv2I2pIoyMNmlTQhfl+L/oVHIE8OXp9lKdR5HCu2jQ5RDBBVRBV2gGqojhu7QA3pCz9a99Wi9WK+z1gVrPrOHfpT19gkc9ZoG</latexit>
real or complex B(τ, τ¯)
<latexit sha1_base64="5UJUGFq3wuETsXMTjx+FtBwZn30=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5UJUGFq3wuETsXMTjx+FtBwZn30=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5UJUGFq3wuETsXMTjx+FtBwZn30=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5UJUGFq3wuETsXMTjx+FtBwZn30=">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</latexit>
∆ˆ(τ, τ¯) = 3
<latexit sha1_base64="B7n9Ioxt2bY+4t1aaeQgUKa6wVk=">AAACBnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepShGARKkhJVNCNUNSFywr2Ak0oJ9NpO3RyYeZEKKErN76KGxeKuPUZ3Pk2TtoutPWHgY//nMOZ8/ux4Apt+9vILSwuLa/kVwtr6xubW+b2Tl1FiaSsRiMRyaYPigkeshpyFKwZSwaBL1jDH1xn9cYDk4pH4T0OY+YF0At5l1NAbbXNfbcP6N4wgVByEZJj1weZZjQ6ujxtm0W7bI9lzYMzhSKZqto2v9xORJOAhUgFKNVy7Bi9FCRyKtio4CaKxUAH0GMtjSEETHnp+IyRdaidjtWNpH4hWmP390QKgVLDwNedAWBfzdYy879aK8HuhZfyME6QhXSyqJsICyMry8TqcMkoiqEGoJLrv1q0DxIo6uQKOgRn9uR5qJ+UHc13Z8XK1TSOPNkjB6REHHJOKuSWVEmNUPJInskreTOejBfj3fiYtOaM6cwu+SPj8wdrRphu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B7n9Ioxt2bY+4t1aaeQgUKa6wVk=">AAACBnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepShGARKkhJVNCNUNSFywr2Ak0oJ9NpO3RyYeZEKKErN76KGxeKuPUZ3Pk2TtoutPWHgY//nMOZ8/ux4Apt+9vILSwuLa/kVwtr6xubW+b2Tl1FiaSsRiMRyaYPigkeshpyFKwZSwaBL1jDH1xn9cYDk4pH4T0OY+YF0At5l1NAbbXNfbcP6N4wgVByEZJj1weZZjQ6ujxtm0W7bI9lzYMzhSKZqto2v9xORJOAhUgFKNVy7Bi9FCRyKtio4CaKxUAH0GMtjSEETHnp+IyRdaidjtWNpH4hWmP390QKgVLDwNedAWBfzdYy879aK8HuhZfyME6QhXSyqJsICyMry8TqcMkoiqEGoJLrv1q0DxIo6uQKOgRn9uR5qJ+UHc13Z8XK1TSOPNkjB6REHHJOKuSWVEmNUPJInskreTOejBfj3fiYtOaM6cwu+SPj8wdrRphu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B7n9Ioxt2bY+4t1aaeQgUKa6wVk=">AAACBnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepShGARKkhJVNCNUNSFywr2Ak0oJ9NpO3RyYeZEKKErN76KGxeKuPUZ3Pk2TtoutPWHgY//nMOZ8/ux4Apt+9vILSwuLa/kVwtr6xubW+b2Tl1FiaSsRiMRyaYPigkeshpyFKwZSwaBL1jDH1xn9cYDk4pH4T0OY+YF0At5l1NAbbXNfbcP6N4wgVByEZJj1weZZjQ6ujxtm0W7bI9lzYMzhSKZqto2v9xORJOAhUgFKNVy7Bi9FCRyKtio4CaKxUAH0GMtjSEETHnp+IyRdaidjtWNpH4hWmP390QKgVLDwNedAWBfzdYy879aK8HuhZfyME6QhXSyqJsICyMry8TqcMkoiqEGoJLrv1q0DxIo6uQKOgRn9uR5qJ+UHc13Z8XK1TSOPNkjB6REHHJOKuSWVEmNUPJInskreTOejBfj3fiYtOaM6cwu+SPj8wdrRphu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B7n9Ioxt2bY+4t1aaeQgUKa6wVk=">AAACBnicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepShGARKkhJVNCNUNSFywr2Ak0oJ9NpO3RyYeZEKKErN76KGxeKuPUZ3Pk2TtoutPWHgY//nMOZ8/ux4Apt+9vILSwuLa/kVwtr6xubW+b2Tl1FiaSsRiMRyaYPigkeshpyFKwZSwaBL1jDH1xn9cYDk4pH4T0OY+YF0At5l1NAbbXNfbcP6N4wgVByEZJj1weZZjQ6ujxtm0W7bI9lzYMzhSKZqto2v9xORJOAhUgFKNVy7Bi9FCRyKtio4CaKxUAH0GMtjSEETHnp+IyRdaidjtWNpH4hWmP390QKgVLDwNedAWBfzdYy879aK8HuhZfyME6QhXSyqJsICyMry8TqcMkoiqEGoJLrv1q0DxIo6uQKOgRn9uR5qJ+UHc13Z8XK1TSOPNkjB6REHHJOKuSWVEmNUPJInskreTOejBfj3fiYtOaM6cwu+SPj8wdrRphu</latexit>
Tp,q
<latexit sha1_base64="58zHhXvFuHSQMzscFj7zMpSQqmY=">AAAB7nicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4kLKrgh6LXjxW6Be0S8mm2TY0m8QkK5SlP8KLB0W8+nu8+W9M2z1o64OBx3szzMyLFGfG+v63t7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg6bRqaa0AaRXOp2hA3lTNCGZZbTttIUJxGnrWh0N/VbT1QbJkXdjhUNEzwQLGYEWye16r1MnT9OeqWyX/FnQMskyEkZctR6pa9uX5I0ocISjo3pBL6yYYa1ZYTTSbGbGqowGeEB7TgqcEJNmM3OnaBTp/RRLLUrYdFM/T2R4cSYcRK5zgTboVn0puJ/Xie18U2YMaFSSwWZL4pTjqxE099Rn2lKLB87golm7lZEhlhjYl1CRRdCsPjyMmleVILLiv9wVa7e5nEU4BhO4AwCuIYq3EMNGkBgBM/wCm+e8l68d+9j3rri5TNH8Afe5w81fI96</latexit>
Figure 2. A cartoon of a possible phase transition at strong coupling. A scalar boundary operator
becomes marginal at a certain curve in the  plane, i.e. setting ^(; ) = 3 we nd solutions in the
upper-half plane. In conformal perturbation theory from a point on the curve, the beta function
takes the form (2.51). We might be unable to nd real xed points for the marginal coupling. In
such a situation, B(; ) can only be dened as a complex BCFT. Assuming that we were able
to dene B(; ) as a real BCFT in perturbation theory around  ! 1 by continuity such a real
BCFT is ensured to exist in the full region above the wall, but we might be unable to continue it
beyond the wall without introducing complex couplings (or breaking conformality).
Here we are perturbing around a point 0 on the wall, the coecient b's and C are (up to
numerical factors) the bulk-to-boundary OPE coecients [43], and the OPE coecient of
the boundary conformal theory, respectively. These OPE coecients are functions of 0.
Depending on 0 and on the various OPE coecients, setting ^ = 0 one might or might
not be able to nd a real solution for ^. If a real solution can be found perturbing away
from the wall in a certain direction, by continuity B(; ) denes a real BCFT in a region
of the  plane on that side of the wall. Otherwise, on a side of the wall B(; ) exists only
as a non-unitary \complex" BCFT.
2.7 Two-point function from the boundary OPE
In section 2.3 we computed the two-point function of the eld strength in free theory using
the method of images. We will now compute it in the more general case with interactions
on the boundary. We will see that it can be xed completely in terms of the coecient
of the two-point function of the boundary currents. The method that we will use is an
explicit resummation of the bulk-to-boundary OPE.
As a consequence of the interaction, the bulk-to-boundary OPE of the eld strength
contains two independent primary boundary operators, both of them conserved currents,
rather than just one like in the free case. The leading terms in this OPE are
F(~x; y) 
y!0
V^ a1 (~x)2a[]y   iabcV^2 c(~x)a[]b + : : : : (2.52)
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The complete form of the above (including all descendants) can be found in (B.4). The
boundary currents V^1 and V^2 can be expressed in terms of J^
a and I^a as follows
V^ a1 =  g2

J^a   
2
I^a

; (2.53)
V^ a2 =  2I^a : (2.54)
If the 3d CFT that the gauge eld couples to has parity symmetry (i.e. symmetry under
reection of one of the coordinates) then the full boundary CFT B(; ) admits such a
symmetry when restricted to  = 0. Under this symmetry V1 transforms like an ordinary
vector, while V2 transforms like an axial vector. We can extend this symmetry to the more
general case  6= 0 by viewing it as a spurionic symmetry that ips the sign of .
Plugging the bulk-to-boundary OPE in the two-point function, one obtains the bound-
ary channel decomposition. In this case, since only two boundary primaries appear in the
OPE, we can explicitly resum the contributions from all the descendants. The result can
be written in terms of the structures dened in (2.23)
hF(x1)F(x2)i =

1
0
[
0
]   v4

2 
0
[
0
] + i
3
2
 
00


G00;(x12)
+ v4

2 
0
[
0
] + i
3
2
 
00


H00;(~x12; y1; y2) : (2.55)
with coecients
1 =
1
2
(c11(; ) + c22(; )); 2 =
1
2
(c11(; )  c22(; )) ; 3 =  c12(; ) : (2.56)
where
hV^ ai (~x)V^ bj (0)i = cij(; )
I3d ab(~x)
j~xj4 + contact term : (2.57)
We see that eq. (2.55) is written explicitly in terms of data of the boundary conformal
theory. For the time being we can ignore the contact term in the current two-point function
because it cannot contribute to the two-point function of F at separated points.
To make the action of SL(2;Z) more transparent we will also rewrite the above results
in the selfdual/antiselfdual components. The bulk-to-boundary OPE takes the following
form
F(~x; y) 
y!0
V^ a(~x)4P ay + : : : ; (2.58)
where
V^+ =
1
2
(V^1   iV^2) =   2
Im
(J^    I^) ; (2.59)
V^  =
1
2
(V^1 + iV^2) =   2
Im
(J^    I^) : (2.60)
An SL(2;Z) transformation acts on V^ in the same way as it acts on F. In particular
under an S transformation V^+ !  V^+ and V^  !  V^ . Using the structures introduced in
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section 2.3, the result (2.55) can be rewritten in more compact form
hF+(x1)F+(x2)i = (2 + i3) v4H++;(~x12; y1; y2) ; (2.61)
hF (x1)F (x2)i = (2   i3) v4H  ;(~x12; y1; y2) ; (2.62)
hF+(x1)F (x2)i = 1G+ ;(x12) ; (2.63)
hF (x1)F+(x2)i = 1G +;(x12) : (2.64)
Note that 2  i3 = 2c while 1 = 2c+  = 2c +. In this basis the SL(2;Z) action on
the above two-point functions can be immediately read from (2.10).
While in this subsection we discussed the two-point function of F , clearly a similar
computational strategy could be used for an arbitrary n-point function, therefore reducing
any such bulk correlation functions to correlators of the boundary currents J^ , I^. Of course
generically for n > 2 these correlation function are not just captured by the coecients cij ,
because they are sensitive to the full spectrum of boundary operators entering in the OPE
of the currents.
2.8 One-point functions from the bulk OPE
When x212  y2 we can expand the two-point function (2.55) in the bulk OPE limit, which
is controlled by the OPE of free Maxwell theory
F(x)F(0) 
x!0
g2
2
G;(x) +
1
12
(   )F 2(0) + 1
12
F ~F (0) + : : : ;
(2.65)
where we neglected spinning bulk primaries (since they do not acquire vev) and descen-
dants, and we used the shorthand notation F 2  FF and F ~F  F ~F .
Plugging the bulk OPE into the l.h.s. of (2.55) one obtains the following bulk channel
decomposition of the two-point function
hF(x1)F (x2)i 
x1!x2
g2
2
G;(x12)
+
1
12
(   )aF 2(; )
y42
+
1
12

aF ~F (; )
y42
+ : : : ; (2.66)
where : : : denote subleading descendant terms, and we parametrized bulk one-point func-
tions as
hO(~x; y)i = aOy O : (2.67)
Comparing (2.66) and (2.55) (see appendix C for details) we obtain a constraint from the
contribution of the identity
c11(; ) + c22(; ) =
4
 Im
; (2.68)
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and the following expressions for the one-point functions5
aF 2(; ) =
3
8
(c22(; )  c11(; )) = 3
4

c22(; )  2
 Im

; (2.69)
aF ~F (; ) = i
3
4
c12(; ) : (2.70)
This shows that the bulk one-point functions of F 2 and F ~F are determined by the constants
cij . Note that these relations are compatible with the (spurionic) parity symmetry, because
aF ~F and c12 are odd, while all the other coecients are even. What we discussed here is
a very simple example of the use of the crossing symmetry constraint on bulk two-point
functions to determine data of BCFTs [44]. The constraint can be solved exactly in this
case because the bulk theory is gaussian.
Equivalently, in selfdual/antiselfdual components
aF 2(; ) =
3
16
(c22(; ) 2i c12(; )  c11(; )) =  3
4
c(; ) : (2.71)
Note that due to the constraint in eq. (2.68), the three entries of the matrix cij actually
only contain two independent functions of the coupling. In the appendix D we show how
to express cij (and also the possible contact terms in (2.57)) in terms of two real functions
cJ and J of (; ), which are the coecients in the two-point function of J^ .
2.9 cij(;  ) in perturbation theory
Having derived the bulk one-point and two-point functions in terms of the coecients
cij(; ) in the two-point function of the boundary currents, we will now give the leading
order results for these coecients in perturbation theory in  1.
Note that thanks to the modied Neumann condition, at leading order J^ is identied
with the U(1) current J^CFT, whose two-point function can be parametrized as
hJ^aCFT(~x1)J^bCFT(~x2)i = c(0)J
I3dab (~x12)
j~x12j4   i

(0)
J
2
abc@
c
1
3(~x12) : (2.72)
Using the expression for cij(; ) in appendix D, and plugging cJ = c
(0)
J +O( 1) and
J = 
(0)
J +O( 1), we obtain
c22(; ) =
4

Im
j j2   4
(Im2   Re2)2c(0)J + 4 Im Re

(0)
J
2
j j4 +O(j j
 3) ; (2.73)
c12(; ) =   4

Re
j j2 +
Im Re 2c
(0)
J   (Im2   Re2)

(0)
J
2
j j4 +O(j j
 3) : (2.74)
5Note that aF2 2 R while aF ~F 2 iR. To see this, it is useful to think about these coecients in radial
quantization, as the overlap between the state dened by the local operator F 2/F ~F and the state dened by
the conformal boundary condition. Applying an inversion, the overlap gets conjugated. Hence the reality
conditions stated above simply follow from the fact that the operator F 2/F ~F is even/odd under inversion.
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c11(; ) is obtained by c22(; ) using (2.68). Note the compatibility with the (spurionic)
parity symmetry, under which both Re and 
(0)
J ip sign, and c22 (c12) is even (odd, re-
spectively).
We observe that, to this order,
@c22
@Re
+
@c12
@Im
= 0 : (2.75)
An explanation of this relation, and also a reason why it must hold to all orders in pertur-
bation theory, will be provided in section 3.
Going to higher orders in  1, the correlators of J^ , and in particular the coecients cJ
and J , will start deviating from those of the CFT. When the CFT is free, these corrections
can be computed by ordinary Feynman diagrams on the boundary. We will see examples
of this in the following. In the more general case of an interacting CFT, these correction
can be computed in conformal perturbation theory, by lowering an insertion of the bulk
Lagrangian (2.2) integrated over the region y  0. It would be interesting to characterize
the CFT observables that enter the subleading orders of this perturbation theory. We leave
this problem for the future.
2.10 Displacement operator
In every BCFT with d-dimensional bulk there exists a boundary scalar operator of protected
scaling dimension d, the so-called displacement operator. It can be dened as the only
scalar primary boundary operator that appears in the bulk-to-boundary OPE of the bulk
stress tensor
T(~x; y) 
y!0
d
d  1

yy   1
d


D^(~x) + : : : : (2.76)
There is a Ward Identity associated to this operator, namelyZ
dd~xhD^(~x)O1(~x1; y1) : : : On(~xn; yn)i = (@y1 +  +@yn)hO1(~x1; y1) : : : On(~xn; yn)i ; (2.77)
that xes the normalization of the operator. In this normalization its two-point function is
hD^(~x1)D^(~x2)i =
CD^
j~x12j2d ; (2.78)
and the quantity CD^ is an observable of the BCFT.
It follows from (2.76) that the displacement operator is the restriction of the component
Tyy of the stress-tensor to the boundary. In the theory that we are considering the bulk
stress-tensor is the usual Maxwell stress-tensor
T =
Im
2

FF

  
1
4
FF


: (2.79)
Writing Tyy(y = 0) in terms of the currents I^ and J^ leads to the following expression for
the displacement operator
D^ =

Im
(j j2I^2 + J^2   2Re I^J^) = Im
4
(V^ 21 + V^
2
2 ) : (2.80)
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Figure 3. Diagrams for the two-point function of the displacement operator. The leading order
contribution (a) is the square of the two-point function of the topological current I^. At next-to-
leading order we have the diagrams (b:1)-(b:2)-(b:3) that are also sensitive to the electric current J^ .
The shaded blobs denote insertions/correlators of J^ in the undeformed CFT.
The right-hand side of (2.80) contains products of two boundary operators at the same
point, that are dened through a point-splitting procedure, similarly to the products on
the right-hand side of (2.79). Such a point splitting makes sense for arbitrary  even
though generically the boundary currents are not generalized free elds. This is because
their dimension and the dimension of D^ are protected, and the contribution of D^ in their
OPE is non-singular, so after subtracting the contribution of the identity and possibly of
additional operators of scaling dimension < 4 we can always take the coincident-point limit.
We can use the expression (2.80) to obtain the rst two orders in the perturbative
expansion of CD^ universally in terms of the two-point function of the CFT current (2.72).
The leading order contribution to CD^ at large  comes from the contraction of the I^ currents
in the I^2 term, and is therefore proportional to the square of c22 at leading order. At next-
to-leading order there is a contribution from the correction to c22, and a contribution from
the I^ J^ term. See gure 3. The result is
CD^ =
6
4
  12

Im
j j2 c
(0)
J +O(j j 2) : (2.81)
Even though the 3d CFT sector decouples from the bulk in the limit  ! 1, and in
particular it has a conserved 3d stress tensor, the displacement operator still exists within
the sector of boundary operators coming from the free boundary condition of the bulk
Maxwell eld, and in particular CD is nite in this limit. Plugging Re  = 0 and the value
of c
(0)
J for a theory of two Dirac fermions, namely c
(0)
J =
1
42
, we nd perfect agreement
with [8].
2.11 Three-point function hV^iV^jD^i
Some of the distinctive features of the conformal theory living on the boundary of
B(; ) are
 the presence of a scalar operator of dimension 4, the displacement operator D^; this
feature is common to all conformal boundary conditions;
 the presence of the two U(1) currents V^1 and V^2 .
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We will now show that the displacement operator D^ appears in the OPE of the currents,
with a matrix of OPE coecients that can be xed in terms of the coecients of the bulk
one-point functions aF 2 and aF ~F , and the coecient CD^.
To show this, we consider the three-point correlator between the eld strength and the
displacement operator
hF(x1)F(x2)D^(~x3)i : (2.82)
We compute this three-point function in two OPE channels for F(x1)F(x2). In the
boundary channel y1;2 ! 0, using the OPE (2.52) this three-point function can be xed
in terms of the OPE coecients hV^iV^jD^i that we want to determine. On the other hand,
in the bulk OPE channel x12 ! 0 this three point function can be computed in terms
of the bulk-boundary two-point functions hO(x1)D^(~x3)i between the displacement and the
operators O in the bulk OPE of two F 's. The last step of the argument amounts to relating
the latter two-point function to the one-point function of O if O is a scalar operator, or to
CD^ if O is the stress-tensor.
The coecients appearing in the three-point function are [45, 46]
hV^ ai (~x1)V^ bj (~x2)D^(1)i = (1)ijD^+ 
ab + 
(1)
ijD^  x^
c
12
abc : (2.83)
For simplicity we placed the displacement at innity. 
(1)
ijD^+
and 
(1)
ijD^  are respectively
the parity-even/odd OPE coecients in the conventions of [46], and x^a = xa=j~xj. Re-
call that under parity V^1 is a vector while V^2 is an axial vector, hence the coecients

(1)
11D^ ; 
(1)
22D^ ; 
(1)
12D^+
are odd under a spurionic parity transformation, while the others
are even.
The details of the calculation are showed in the appendix E, and here we will just give
the nal result

(1)
11D^+
=   8
32
aF 2 +
g2
3
CD^ ; (2.84)

(1)
22D^+
=
8
32
aF 2 +
g2
3
CD^ ; (2.85)

(1)
12D^+
=   8
32
iaF ~F ; (2.86)

(1)
ijD^  = 0 : (2.87)
The parity-odd three-point structures are all set to zero. The spurionic parity symmetry is
again satised because 
(1)
12D^+
is proportional to the odd coecient aF ~F , while the formulas
for 
(1)
11D^+
and 
(1)
22D^+
are even.
Going to the basis in which the matrix of current-current 2-pt functions is the identity
U liU
k
j clk = ij ; (2.88)
the matrix of OPE coecients becomes
U
(1)
D+U
T =
2
2
0BB@
A 
2C
D^
8
A  3
42
0
0
A+
2C
D^
8
A+ 3
42
1CCA ; (2.89)
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where
A  1
g2
q
a2
F 2
  a2
F ~F
: (2.90)
Recall that aF 2 2 R and aF ~F 2 iR, so A is real and  0. Seemingly the upper entry has
a pole at A = 3
42
, which corresponds to the value at the decoupling limit. However recall
from (2.81) that CD^ ! 64 in the decoupling limit, so that actually the entry is nite in
the limit.
The upshot of this analysis is that the OPE coecients between two currents and the
displacement can be completely characterized in terms of the two positive quantities A and
CD^, that can be taken to eectively parametrize the position on the conformal manifold.
It would be interesting to derive these relations from more standard analytic bootstrap
techniques, along the lines of [47{49].
3 Free energy on a hemisphere
In this section we study the hemisphere free energy for the conformal boundary conditions
of the U(1) gauge eld.
Following [50], to any given conformal boundary condition for a CFT4 we can assign
a boundary free energy F@ , dened as
F@ =  1
2
log
jZHS4 j2
ZS4
=  Re logZHS4 +
1
2
logZS4 : (3.1)
ZS4 denotes the sphere partition function of the CFT, while ZHS4 denotes the partition
function of the theory placed on an hemisphere, with the chosen boundary condition on
the boundary S3. In writing (3.1) we discarded power-law UV divergences, and focused
on the universal nite term. Conformal symmetry ensures that the coupling to the curved
background can be dened via Weyl rescaling.
In our setup the bulk theory is a U(1) gauge-eld with action (2.2), so we have
 8 @F@
@Im
=  Re
Z
HS4
d4x
p
g(x)hF 2(x)iHS4 +
1
2
Z
S4
d4x
p
g(x)hF 2(x)iS4 ;
 8 @F@
@Re
=  Re
Z
HS4
d4x
p
g(x)hiF ~F (x)iHS4 +
1
2
Z
S4
d4x
p
g(x)hiF ~F (x)iS4 : (3.2)
Using a Weyl transformation the one-point functions can be obtained from those on R3 
R+ as
hF 2(x)iHS4 = 
(x) 4
aF 2
u(x)4
+
1
2
A; hF ~F (x)iHS4 = 
(x) 4
aF ~F
u(x)4
+
1
2
eA : (3.3)
Here x is a point on the hemisphere, 
(x) is the Weyl factor induced by the stereographic
projection, and u(x) denotes the chordal distance between the point x and the boundary
S3. The shifts A and ~A stand for a scheme-dependent contribution to the one-point
function, due to the ambiguity in the denition of the theory on the curved background:
we can always add local counterterms given by a scalar density of dimension four built
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out of the background curvature, multiplied by the real or imaginary part of the marginal
coupling  , and integrated in the interior of the hemisphere. On the other hand, if we
compute the partition function on S4 in the same scheme, the one-point functions on
S4 receive contribution only from those counterterms, because on R4 one-point functions
must vanish, and there is a relative factor of two because in this case the counterterm is
integrated over the whole sphere. Hence
hF 2iS4 = A ; hF ~F iS4 = eA ; (3.4)
such that the ambiguity precisely cancels in (3.2). Here we see the virtue of the choice of
normalization in (3.1).
The remaining integral on HS4 has a UV divergence when the point x approaches the
boundary S3. We introduce a UV regulator   1 and restrict the integral to the region
u(x) > . The result isZ
u(x)>
p
g(x) 
(x) 4
1
u(x)4
=
22
33
  5
2
3
+
42
3
+O() : (3.5)
As implicit in the denition of F@ , we will neglect the power-law UV divergent term and
focus on the universal nite piece. Hence we nally obtain
@F@
@Im
=

6
aF 2 =

8
c22(; )  1
4 Im
; (3.6)
@F@
@Re
=

6
i aF ~F =  

8
c12(; ) : (3.7)
We used the relations (2.68) to rewrite the result in terms of the two-point functions of
the conserved currents. A consequence of this equation is that the relation (2.75) must be
valid to all orders in perturbation theory, or more generally whenever F@ is well-dened.
Plugging (2.73){(2.74) in (3.6){(3.7) and solving the equations we nd the following
leading behavior of F@ at large 
F@ 
!1  
1
4
log

2 Im
j j2

+ C + 
2
2 c
(0)
J Im +

(0)
J
2 Re
j j2 +O(j j
 2) : (3.8)
The rst term, which diverges for  !1, is the value of F@ for a free Maxwell eld with
Neumann boundary conditions [50]. Matching eq. (3.8) with the value of F@ for a decoupled
system of a Maxwell eld with Neumann conditions and a 3d CFT on the boundary, we
nd that the constant C, that remained undetermined by the dierential constraint, is in
fact the S3 free energy F0;1 of the theory T0;1.
Using an SL(2;Z) transformation, the same asymptotic behavior holds in the vicinity
of any cusp point, upon replacing  with the transformed variable  0 that goes to 1 at the
selected cusp, and identifying C with the S3 free energy of the decoupled 3d CFT living
at the cusp. Near the cusp where the current pJ^ + qI^ decouples from the 3d theory Tp;q,
we have
F@ 
 0!1
 1
4
log

2 Im 0
j 0j2

+ Fp;q +O(j 0j 1) : (3.9)
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where  0 = a+bp+q , with aq   bp = 1, and Fp;q is the S3 free energy of Tp;q. Note that
 1
4
log

2 Im
j j2


 0!1
 1
4
log

2 Im 0
j 0j2

+
1
2
log jqj ; (3.10)
 1
4
log [2 Im ] 
 0!1
 1
4
log

2 Im 0
j 0j2

+
1
2
log jpj : (3.11)
Eq. (3.10) implies that the function
F@ +
1
4
log

2 Im
j j2

; (3.12)
attains the nite value
1
2
log jqj+ Fp;q ; (3.13)
at all the cusps with jqj 6= 0. For the cusp with q = 0 we can simply use (3.11) to derive that
F@ +
1
4
log [2 Im ] ; (3.14)
approaches
1
2
log jpj+ Fp;q : (3.15)
Hence the function F@(; ) contains information about the S
3 free energies of an innite
family of 3d Abelian gauge theories, namely all the theories obtained by applying SL(2;Z)
transformations to T0;1.
We note in passing that the shift by 12 log jqj in eq. (3.10) has a nice interpretation
in terms of the S3 free energy for a pure CS theory. Indeed, starting with a 4d gauge
eld with Neumann condition, applying the transformation ST k, i.e.  0 =   1+k , and
taking the decoupling limit  0 ! 1, we are left with a pure CS theory at level k on the
boundary. Hence, the free energy F@ in this limit should be the sum of the contribution of
the decoupled 4d gauge eld with Neumann boundary condition, and the contribution from
the CS theory at level k, which is 12 log jkj. This is precisely what eq. (3.10) gives. Similarly
eq. (3.11) can be interpreted by starting with a 4d gauge eld with Dirichlet boundary
condition, whose partition function is the left-hand side of (3.11), applying ST kS, i.e.
 0 =  k+1 , and going to the decoupling limit. Again, we nd a decoupled 4d gauge eld
with Neumann boundary condition, and a CS theory at level k on the boundary. The shift
by 12 log jpj in eq. (3.11) precisely reproduces the 12 log jkj contribution of the CS theory.
4 A minimal phase transition
In this section we will study a non-trivial BCFT which conjecturally describes a second
order (boundary) phase transition between two free boundary conditions (p; q) and (p0; q0)
of the 4d gauge eld, with pq0   p0q = 1. In particular, the conjectural BCFT should have
a single relevant boundary operator, which can be turned on to ow to either of these free
boundary conditions in the IR, depending on the sign of the coupling. We will assume that
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this BCFT exists for all values of the gauge coupling  , with no further phase transitions
as a function of  .
Without loss of generality, we can pick two canonical duality frames where the phase
transition interpolates between Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions or viceversa.
We can also pick two duality frames where the phase transition interpolates between Neu-
mann and (1; 1) boundary conditions or viceversa.
 If we go to weak coupling in the former duality frames, the boundary degrees of
freedom should describe a phase transition between phases with spontaneously broken
or unbroken U(1) global symmetry. We expect that to be described by a critical
O(2) model.
 If we go to weak coupling in the latter duality frames, the boundary degrees of freedom
should describe a phase transition between two gapped phases with unbroken U(1)
global symmetry, but background Chern-Simons coupling which diers by one unit.
We expect that to be described by a massless Dirac fermion.
Keeping track of the duality transformations between the dierent frames, we can
assemble an overall picture.
 Denote as DN the gauge coupling associated to the description as a phase transition
between Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions, so that one \O(2) cusp" is at
DN !1.
 Then ND =  1=DN is the coupling which is weak at the other O(2) cusp, at DN ! 0.
 Shifting the  angle by 2 gives an alternative description as a transition between
Dirichlet and (1; 1) boundary conditions, with coupling DN00 = DN   1. Dually,
we get a transition between Neumann and (1; 1) boundary conditions, with coupling
NN0 =   1DN00 = 11 DN which is weak at the \Dirac fermion" cusp, DN ! 1.
 If we had shifted the  angle in the opposite way, we would arrive to a transition
between Neumann and (1; 1) boundary conditions, with coupling NN00 =   1DN0 =
  11+DN which is weak at the second \Dirac fermion" cusp, DN !  1.
In the following we will do most of our calculations in a perturbative expansion around
a \Dirac fermion" cusp. The correct boundary theory is actually a Dirac fermion dressed
by half a unit of background Chern-Simons coupling [51, 52]. It is convenient to absorb
that background Chern-Simons coupling into an improperly-quantized shift of the  angle,
so that the gauge coupling is denoted as  = NN 0  12 = 12 1+DN1 DN . Therefore, denoting with
 the Dirac fermion, the action that we consider is
S[A;  +
1
2
] +
Z
y=0
d3~x i  =DA : (4.1)
The second Dirac fermion cusp is at  ! 0 and the O(2) cusps are at  = 12 . See
gures 4{5.
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Dirac fermion
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Figure 4. The upper-half plane of the gauge coupling DN, i.e. in the duality frame in which at
DN ! 1 we nd the O(2) model on the boundary. Thanks to particle-vortex duality, the cusp
in the origin DN = 0 also gives a decoupled O(2) model on the boundary. Thanks to the boson-
fermion duality between U(1)1 coupled to a critical scalar and a free Dirac fermion, the cusps at
DN = 1 give a free Dirac fermion.
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O(2) model
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τ = τNN 0 − 1
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Figure 5. The upper-half plane of the gauge coupling  = NN0   12 , i.e. in the duality frame in
which at  !1 we nd a free Dirac fermion on the boundary. Thanks to fermionic particle-vortex
duality, the cusp in the origin  = 0 also gives a free Dirac fermion on the boundary. Thanks to the
boson-fermion duality between U(1) 1
2
coupled to a Dirac fermion and the O(2) model, the cusps at
 =  12 give the O(2) model.
Essentially by construction, the picture is compatible with a well-known duality web
of particle-vortex, fermion-boson and fermion-fermion dualities [27], which inspired this
investigation. In particular, thanks to the particle-vortex duality between the O(2) model
and the gauged O(2) model [53, 54], or equivalently thanks to its fermionic version [55],
in this case we have a Z2 subgroup of SL(2;Z) that is a duality of B(; ), i.e. it leaves
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invariant both the bulk and the boundary condition. This subgroup acts on  = NN0  12 as
 !   1
4
: (4.2)
It is interesting to note that the self-dual point  = i2 , i.e. DN = i, is an extreme of F@ .
In our formalism, this is a straightforward consequence of the dierential equations (3.6){
(3.7), once we set c11 = c22 =
2
 Im and c12 = 0 | as dictated by self-duality and
equation (2.68).6
Before proceeding, let us mention some of the previous literature on this theory, and
comment on the relation to the results that we will present in the rest of this section.
The interplay between the 3d dualities and the 4d electric-magnetic duality in the setup
with a 3d Dirac fermion coupled to a bulk gauge eld was investigated in [27{31]. In
particular [30, 31] studied the transport properties of the boundary theory at the self-dual
point. For the theory with an even number of Dirac fermions on the boundary, the two-
loop two-point function of the boundary current J^ was obtained in [3] (see also [4{7]) while
the Weyl anomalies (or equivalently the two- and three-point functions of the displacement
operator) were computed to next-to-leading order in [8, 57] (for the supersymmetric version
of the theory see [58]). The point of view of boundary conformal eld theory was rst
adopted in this theory in [8, 57], but these papers do not consider the action of electric-
magnetic duality and the existence of multiple decoupling limits. Besides the transport
coecients and the Weyl anomalies, other boundary observables such as scaling dimensions
of operators, or the hemisphere free-energy, were not studied before. Since the duality
explained above only exists for the theory with one Dirac fermion, we will rst concentrate
on this case. Later we will also consider the theory with an even number 2Nf of fermions,
both at large Nf and in the special case 2Nf = 2.
4.1 Perturbative calculation of scaling dimensions
We will compute the anomalous dimensions of the rst two fermion bilinear operators Os
of spin s, namely
O0 =   ; (4.3)
(O2)ab = i
 
 (a
$
Db)   trace

; (4.4)
up to two-loop level. Note that in the limit  ! 1 of decoupling between bulk and
boundary (O2)ab becomes a conserved current, namely the stress-tensor of the 3d free-
fermion CFT.
The anomalous dimension can be obtained from the renormalization of the 1PI corre-
lator of the composite operator with two elementary elds
hOs(q = 0) ( p)  (p)i1PI : (4.5)
6Alternatively, we can implement the reasoning of [56] to show that this property follows from the
emergent Z2 symmetry of the system at the self-dual point.
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Figure 6. Feynman rules. ab is dened in (2.46).
We employ dimensional regularization and minimal subtraction, i.e. we set d = 3  2 and
keep the codimension xed = 1, expand the dimensionally-continued loop integrals around
 = 0, and reabsorb the poles in the renormalization constants
OB = ZOO ; (4.6)
 B = Z  ; (4.7)
where the subscript B denotes the bare operators.
Even though the correlator in (4.5) involves the operator  that is not gauge-invariant,
it is still sensible to renormalize it. The resulting renormalized correlator, as well as the
renormalization constant Z , both depend on the choice of gauge-xing, but the renormal-
ization constant ZO of the gauge-invariant operator does not, hence we can extract physical
information from it.
The renormalization constants admit the loopwise expansion (at small g2 with xed )
Z = 1 + Z = 1 +
X
n

g2
1 + 2
n
Z(n) ; (4.8)
where Z(n) is a polynomial in  of degree  n, and furthermore by invariance under space
reections only even powers of  are present. The n-loop term Z(n) contains divergences
up to  n, but the familiar RG argument constrains all the coecients in terms of the ones
at lower loop order, except that of the  1 divergence.
The anomalous dimension is then given by
O =
d logZO
d log 
: (4.9)
The dependence on the renormalization scale  is through the d-dimensional coupling
gB = 
g : (4.10)
In the latter equation we do not need to include a renormalization of the coupling because,
as we explained in section 2.4, g does not run. Therefore we can rewrite
O =  @ logZO
@ log g
: (4.11)
To compute (4.5) we use the Feynman diagrams in gure 8, computed in momentum
space, and for simplicity we take the composite operator to carry zero momentum. The
Feynman rules given in gure 6.
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Figure 7. Feynman rules for the zero-momentum insertions of the composite operators. Note that
there are two vertices associated to O2.
Figure 8. One loop and two loops diagrams. We sum over all possible insertions of the composite
operators on the internal fermion lines, and also on vertices in the case of O2.
We performed the calculation up to two loops. See appendix G for more details
about the computation of the two-loop Feynman diagrams. The resulting renormalization
constants are
Z =
g2
1 + 2
2  3
242
+

g2
1 + 2
2 
(2  3)2
115242
  9(1  2
2)2 + 16
34564

+O(g6) : (4.12)
Z0 =   g
2
1 + 2
2
32
+

g2
1 + 2
2 
2
942
+
92(1  22)  8
1084

+O(g6) : (4.13)
Z2 =
g2
1 + 2
2
52
+

g2
1 + 2
2 
2
2542
  75
2 + 16
30004

+O(g6) ; (4.14)
where we denoted Zs  ZOs . Note that indeed Z0 and Z2 do not depend on the
gauge-xing parameter. As a check, we also veried that the operator O1 =  
a does not
get renormalized, i.e. we explicitly computed the renormalization up to two-loop order and
found Z1 = 0, as expected for a conserved current. On the other hand, note that Z2 6= 0.
This is a manifestation of the fact that the boundary degrees of freedom do not dene a
local 3d theory once we couple them to the bulk: the conservation of the boundary would-
be stress-tensor is violated at g 6= 0, and the system only admits a stress-tensor in the
bulk. This means that the short operator of spin 2 must recombine into a long conformal
multiplet. In the appendix F, we show that this mechanism can be used to compute the
one-loop anomalous dimension, and we use this to check the Feynman diagram calculation.
The resulting anomalous dimensions, expressed as a function of  are
0 =   8
3
Im
j j2 +
362   32
272
(Im)2
j j4  
8
3
(Re)2
j j4 +O(j j
 3) ; (4.15)
2 =
8
5
Im
j j2  
1502 + 32
3752
(Im)2
j j4 +O(j j
 3) : (4.16)
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Figure 9. Leading corrections to the boundary current two-point function for the Dirac fermion.
From these result we can immediately recover the anomalous dimensions for the 3d gauge
theory U(1)k coupled to a Dirac fermion at large k as explained in section 2.5.1. Since this
is a local 3d theory, we expect 2 = 0 and indeed this is what we obtain from (4.16). For
the anomalous dimension of the scalar bilinear, that starts at two-loop order in this theory,
we nd
0 =   8
3k2
+O(k 4) ; (4.17)
in agreement with [59].7
4.2 Perturbative F@
Thanks to the dierential equation (3.6){(3.7), and to the relations derived in appendix D,
the computation of the hemisphere free energy is reduced to the computation of the two-
point functions of the boundary current J^ . Up to next-to-leading order, we already wrote
the universal formula (3.8) for the hemisphere free energy in terms of the two-point function
of the current J^CFT of the unperturbed CFT. In this particular setup where the boundary
theory at  ! 1 is a free Dirac fermion we can do better without much eort, because
the correction to the current two-point function, given by the two diagrams in gure 9,
already exists in the literature. For the parity even part of the two-point function, we can
either extract the value of these diagrams from the large-Nf calculation of [19], using the
similarities between the two perturbative expansions that we explained in 2.5.1, or alter-
natively use the computation performed directly in the mixed-dimensional setup in [3, 6].8
The parity-odd part can be obtained from the large-k calculation in [62]. The sum of the
diagrams in gure 9 is the next-to-leading order correction for the one-photon irreducible
two-point function, which we denote by , see appendix D for more details. Due to the
shift in the real part of  , i.e.  = NN0   12 , we have that  vanishes at leading order in
perturbation theory, or equivalently 
(0)
J = 0. The results mentioned above give
c =
1
82
+
92  92
1443
Im
j j2 +O(j j
 2) ; (4.18)
 =
4 + 2
16
Re
j j2 +O(j j
 2) : (4.19)
7In [60] there appears to be a sign mistake in the two-loop diagram that we denoted with (b.2) in gure 8.
This mistake leads to the dierent result for this anomalous dimension given in [61]. Upon correcting that
sign, we nd perfect agreement with our result. We thank E. Stamou for helping us with this check.
8In comparing with [3, 6] one needs to take into account that they consider a 3d interface with the gauge
eld propagating on both sides, rather than a boundary. The propagator of the photon restricted to an
interface has a factor of 1
2
compared to the case of the boundary.
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Using (D.5){(D.6) to obtain the total two-point function of J^ , we nd
cJ =
1
82
+
368  452
5763
Im
j j2 +O(j j
 2) ; (4.20)
J =
16 + 52
64
Re
j j2 +O(j j
 2) : (4.21)
Plugging these values in the formulas (D.8){(D.14) for c22 and c12, and solving the dier-
ential equations (3.6){(3.7) we obtain
F@ =  1
4
log

2 Im
j j2

+ FDirac
+

16
Im
j j2 +
(368  452)(Im)2 + (144 + 452)(Re)2
2304j j4 +O(j j
 3) : (4.22)
We xed the integration constant by comparing with the decoupling limit, so that FDirac
is the S3 free energy for a free Dirac fermion (two complex components) [63]
FDirac =
log 2
4
+
3(3)
82
: (4.23)
4.3 Extrapolations to the O(2) model
We can now attempt to extrapolate the perturbative results obtained above around the
Dirac fermion cusp to the O(2) cusp (see gure 5), to obtain the data of the O(2) model.
The O(2) model, while being strongly coupled, is a well-studied theory via a variety of
techniques, so that we can compare our extrapolations to the known data. Even though
so far we only obtained the rst two orders in perturbation theory, and one might be wary
to already attempt an extrapolation, we will see that the results we obtain are compatible
with the known data. We view this as an encouraging indication that the perturbative
technique that we are presenting here can indeed be a useful tool to obtain data of 3d
Abelian gauge theories, and as a motivation to try to obtain more precise predictions by
going to higher orders.
In order to extrapolate, we need to apply a resummation technique. The nice property
of our setup is the duality  $  0 =   14 , which means that the perturbative expansions
obtained above also tell us about the behavior of the observables around  0 !1, i.e. the
second Dirac fermion cusp. To leverage on this, the idea is to use a \duality-improved" Pade
approximant, i.e. a function with a number of free parameters that we can x by matching
to the perturbative result at  !1, and that is invariant under a duality transformation.
Similar resummations were studied in the context of perturbative string theory [64]
and N = 4 super Yang-Mills (SYM) in [65]. In particular [65] introduced Pade-like ap-
proximants with the property of being invariant under a subgroup of SL(2;Z), and we
will borrow their method. Note that the perturbative results of the previous subsections,
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expressed in terms of gs = g
2 and , and expanded for small gs with  xed take the form
0 =   4
32
gs   8  9
2
274
g2s +O
 
g3s ; g
3
s
2

; (4.24)
2 =
4
52
gs   16 + 75
2
7504
g2s +O
 
g3s ; g
3
s
2

; (4.25)
f@ =
1
32
gs +
368  452
92162
g2s +O
 
g3s ; g
3
s
2

; (4.26)
and f@ is the boundary free energy where the contributions from free gauge eld as well as
the constant term have been subtracted. The expressions above all have the pattern
a gs(1 + b gs +O(g2s ; g2s2)) ; (4.27)
which can be approximated by the manifestly duality-invariant interpolation functions
written in [65]. At this order, there are two of their functions that we can use, the integral-
power Pade F1(gs; ) and half-integral-power Pade F2(gs; ), dened by
F1(gs; ) =
h1
g 1s + (S  gs) 1   h2
; (4.28)
F2(gs; ) =
h3

g
 1=2
s + (S  gs) 1=2

g
 3=2
s + (S  gs) 3=2 + h4

g
 1=2
s + (S  gs) 1=2
 : (4.29)
where S  gs is the new gauge coupling under the transformation  !   14 , which reads
explicitly
S  gs = g
2
s
2 + 164
2gs
: (4.30)
The unconventional negative power in the above two Pade approximant was devised in [65]
to remove the  dependence in the Taylor expansion. This is appropriate to match our
perturbative expansion up to the order we are considering, because the -dependence starts
at the subleading order g3s . On the other hand, while the perturbative expansion of N = 4
SYM is independent of  to all orders in perturbation theory, and therefore in that context
it is desirable to have an ansatz whose Taylor expansion does not contain , in our setup
observables do depend on  even in perturbation theory. Indeed, by taking a dierent
scaling such as gs small with  =
gs
42
xed, rather than  xed, we would have a non-trivial
dependence on  already at the order we are considering, and with this scaling we could not
match the observables with the Taylor expansion of the approximants (4.28){(4.29). The
upshot is that in order to use the duality-improved approximants from [65] we are forced
to consider the expansion at small gs with  xed, and doing so we throw away some of the
information contained in the perturbative calculation, namely the g
2
s
2
(1+2)2
= (2)2 (Re)
2
j j4
terms. It would be desirable to nd an ansatz that is: (i) duality invariant; (ii) has a nal
limit to the real  axis (or at least to the O(2) cusp); and (iii) can be matched with the
perturbative expansion at small gs and  xed (at least up to the order g
2
s at which the
observables are currently known).
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2 + 1 3 + 2 f@
 expansion 1.494 | 0.124
Bootstrap 1:5117(25) | |
F1(gs =1;  = ) 1.406 3.635 1.039
F2(gs =1;  = ) 1.560 3.391 0.166
Table 1. Comparison of the extrapolations with the known data: for the energy operator we are
quoting the value from the conformal bootstrap [66], and from the -expansion [67]. For the sphere
free energy we are comparing to the value from the -expansion in [68].
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Figure 10. Extrapolations of the scaling dimensions from the Dirac fermion point (tan 1(gs) = 0)
to the O(2) point (tan 1(gs) = =2).
By matching the coecients in the expansion up to the order g2s , we nd the unknown
coecients hi to be
h1 = a; h2 = b; h3 = a; h4 =
1
4
  b (4.31)
In the table 1 we show the resulting values of the approximant extrapolated at the O(2)
point. The fermion-mass operator is mapped to the energy operator of the O(2) model,
whose dimension can be obtained for instance from the conformal bootstrap [66], or from
the -expansion [67]. The spin 2 operator is expected to approach the conserved stress-
energy tensor on the boundary in the decoupling limit, hence the dimension should ap-
proach the protected value 2j cusp = 3. As for the hemisphere free energy, one needs to
subtract a nite contribution coming from the decoupled gauge eld at the O(2) cusp, and
the remaining constant gives the sphere free energy of the O(2) model. To our knowledge
this has only been computed using -expansion [68].
We see that both ansatzes give good approximations for the dimension of the energy
operator, and in particular F2 is quite close to the values obtained with the other methods.
For the other two observables, we see that the ansatz F2 also gives compatible results,
while F1 is not as good. In gure 10 we show the plots of the approximants at  = , i.e.
the value of the O(2) cusp, as a function of gs from 0 to 1.
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Figure 11. Extrapolations of the free energy from the Dirac fermion point (tan 1(gs) = 0) to the
O(2) point (tan 1(gs) = =2).
+
+ +   . . .
Figure 12. The diagrams that contribute to the boundary propagator of the photon in the limit
Nf !1 with  = g2Nf xed.
5 Other examples
5.1 2Nf Dirac fermions at large Nf
In this section we consider the coupling of 2Nf Dirac fermions to the bulk gauge elds, all
with the same charge q = 1, and we take the limit of large Nf with  = g
2Nf xed. For
simplicity we take  = 0. We will see that computing observables in 1=Nf expansion, and
later taking the limit  ! 1, one can recover the 1=Nf expansion in QED3. This would
be the expected result if we would take g2 ! 1 rst, obtaining the decoupling limit in
which on the boundary we have QED3 with 2Nf avors, and later take Nf large. Hence,
the observation here is that these two limits commute. This is interesting because order
by order in 1=Nf we can explicitly follow observables as exact functions of , and see how
they interpolate from the \ungauged cusp" at  = 0 to the \gauged cusp" at  =1.
To derive that the limits commute, it is sucient to observe that in the limit of large
Nf with  = g
2Nf xed we can obtain an eective propagator for the photon by resumming
the fermionic bubbles, see gure 12, obtaining (up to gauge redundancy)

(1=Nf )
ab (~p) =
1
Nf j~p j
1X
k=0

 
8
k 
ab   papb
~p 2

(5.1)
=
8
Nf j~p j

+ 8

ab   papb
~p 2

: (5.2)
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In the limit !1 the propagator becomes

(1=Nf )
ab (~p)  !!1
8
Nf j~p j

ab   papb
~p 2

; (5.3)
which coincides with the eective propagator in QED3 at large Nf . It follows that com-
pared to the large-Nf expansion of QED3, in this setup the diagrams that compute 1=Nf
corrections are simply dressed by a factor =(+8) for each photon propagator. In particu-
lar the 1=Nf -expansion of observables, e.g. boundary scaling dimensions, will approach the
corresponding value in large-Nf QED3 upon taking the limit !1. However, recall that
in the 1=Nf -expansion diagrams that contribute at the same order might have dierent
number of internal photon lines, so we cannot just replace 1=Nf with 1=Nf  =( + 8)
everywhere to obtain the exact dependence on  of a certain observable.
Let us now consider the two-point function of the boundary current J^ , and obtain from
it the hemisphere free energy at large Nf . We can obtain the 1=Nf correction to the one-
photon irreducible two-point function of J^ | computed by the diagrams in gure 9 with
the eective photon propagator (5.2) | by taking the result of the large-Nf calculation
in [19] and dressing it by the factor due to the single photon propagator, with the result
c =
Nf
42

1 +
1
Nf

+ 8
184  182
92
+O

N 2f

: (5.4)
Correspondingly, from equation (D.8) and (D.12) we have c12 = 0 and
c22 =
16
2Nf

+ 8
  32
 
92  92
94N2f
3
(+ 8)3
+O

N 3f

: (5.5)
We can now plug c22 in the dierential equation (3.6), appropriately rewritten in terms of
the variable . Solving for F@() up to the order 1=Nf we nd
F@() =
1
4
log

Nf (+ 8)
2
64

+ 2NfFDirac +
 
92  92
182Nf
2
(+ 8)2
+O

N 2f

: (5.6)
Recall that the arbitrary integration constant is xed by matching with the decoupling
limit. In the decoupling limit F@ is the sum of a contribution from the free fermions on
the boundary, namely 2NfFDirac, and a contribution from the boundary value of the gauge
eld with Neumann condition, that we discussed in section 3. The latter contribution is
only a function of g2, and when rewritten in terms of  it gives a log(Nf ) constant term.
Hence we need to include such a dependence on Nf in the integration constant, and this
is how we obtain the log(Nf ) term in (5.6). Similarly, we nd that a -independent term
of order 1=Nf needs to be included in the integration constant, to ensure that the 1=Nf
correction vanishes when  = 0. The general lesson here is that when we integrate the
equation in the  variable, the integration constant required to reproduce the decoupling
limit will be a non-trivial function of the parameter Nf .
From the  ! 1 limit of (5.6) we can extract the sphere free-energy QED3 at large
Nf . More specically, the latter is obtained by subtracting to the  ! 1 limit of the
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free energy the contribution of the Neumann boundary condition of the bulk gauge eld
computed at (g0)2 = 4
2
g2
, namely
FQED3 = lim!1
 
F@() +
1
4
log

(g0)2


(g0)2=
42Nf

!
(5.7)
= 2NfFDirac +
1
2
log

Nf
4

+
92  92
182
1
Nf
+O

N 2f

: (5.8)
Both the logarithmic and the constant terms reproduce perfectly the result of [69]. To our
knowledge, the O(N 1f ) correction was not computed before.
As we will now briey review, the free-energy as a function of Nf can be used to
diagnose the IR fate of QED3. For Nf smaller than a critical value N
c
f the theory is
conjectured to ow to a avor-symmetry breaking phase rather than to the conformal
phase that exists at large Nf . A possible scenario for the transition is that the IR scaling
dimension of singlet four-fermion operators would cross marginality [11, 15, 70], implying
that the IR xed point that exists at large Nf merges at Nf = N
c
f with a second xed point
in which the quartic operators are turned on, and they both disappear [12, 71]. After the
transition they can still be interpreted as complex xed points [72, 73]. This scenario was
recently investigated in [22, 25] using large Nf techniques and in [74] using the conformal
bootstrap. This merger/annihilation scenario, together with the monotonicity of the sphere
free-energy along RG, was used in [12] to constrain N cf : assuming that FQED3 can still
be interpreted as the free-energy of the nearby complex xed point when Nf < N
c
f , the
existence of the RG ow from the vicinity of the complex xed point towards the symmetry
breaking phase requires that FQED3 > FG.B. for Nf < N
c
f . Here FG.B. = (2N
2
f + 1)Fscalar is
the free energy of the Goldstone bosons in the symmetry breaking phase. As an application
of the calculation above, we can now run this argument using the large-Nf approximation
for FQED3 in eq. (5.8). It turns out that the coecient of the 1=Nf term is numerically
very small, i.e.  0:02, so for the interesting values of Nf of order 1 it does not aect
signicantly this test, and the resulting estimate is N cf  4:4. For this value of Nf , the
1=N2f corrections that we are neglecting in (5.8) are quite small, and assuming that the
smallness of the coecients persists at higher orders this suggests that the estimate might
be reliable.
5.2 Complex scalar
In section 4 we studied the case a free fermion on the boundary, and we saw that one of the
gauged cusps correspond to the O(2) Wilson-Fisher model. This is a consequence of the
boson/fermion dualities that relate a gauged fermion to a critical scalar, or a gauged critical
scalar to a free fermion [27]. These dualities can be seen as the low-rank analogue of the
large-N regular fermion/critical scalar dualities in CS-matter theories [32, 75{77]. Besides
the Wilson-Fisher xed point, the scalars also admit the Gaussian xed point consisting
of N free complex scalars. Likewise the theory of N Dirac fermions is conjectured to have
a second xed point with quartic interactions turned on, i.e. the UV xed point of the
Gross-Neveu model. The corresponding CS-matter theories are also conjectured to be dual
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Figure 13. Feynman rules with the complex scalar on the boundary.
in a level-rank duality fashion, giving the so-called regular boson/critical fermion duality.
There is a large amount of evidence for this duality at large N , and its extension to nite
N was recently studied in [78, 79]. It is not clear whether the duality still holds when
N = 1. Assuming it does, it would have a nice manifestation in our setup: by starting with
a free complex scalar on the boundary, one would nd that the cusp at  = 1 corresponds
to the Gross-Neveu CFT with 1 Dirac fermion.9 One crucial new ingredient of the regular
boson/critical fermion dualities is the existence of a additional sextic couplings that are
classically marginal and potentially lead to multiple xed points that can be mapped across
the duality.
With this motivation in mind, we will now consider the setup with a free complex
scalar on the boundary, coupled to the bulk gauge eld. The action is
S[A;  ] +
Z
y=0
d3~x
 jDAj2 + (jj2)3 : (5.9)
The couplings jj2 and jj4 are ne-tuned to zero. This ne-tuning might need to be
adjusted as a function of the bulk gauge coupling. At least for  large enough, these
operators are relevant and correspondingly the beta function is linear in the couplings,
so this adjustment is possible. On the other hand, the beta function for the classically
marginal operator jj6 will start quadratically in  and we need to check the existence of
(real) xed points.
We list the Feynman rules in gure 13.
To compute the  function of  we need to renormalize the six-point vertex. We use
the same approach as in the fermion case, i.e. we dimensionally regularize by continuing
the dimension of the boundary to d = 3   2, keeping the codimension xed = 1. The
boundary action in renormalized variables isZ
y=0
dd~x jDBj2 + BjBj6 =
Z
y=0
dd~x Z2jDj2 + Z4jj6 ; (5.10)
where the subscript B denotes the bare variables. Figure 14 shows the diagrams that
contribute to the wavefunction renormalization of the eld , from which we obtain
Z =  (3   8)
242
g2
1 + 2
+O(g4) : (5.11)
9The Gross-Neveu CFT is expected to exist also for a small number N of Dirac fermion, the UV
completion being provided by a Yukawa theory. See [80] for a recent study in -expansion.
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Figure 14. One loop diagrams that contribute to the wave-function renormalization.
Figure 15. Diagrams contributing to O(g6) in .
Figure 16. Diagrams contributing to O(2) and O(g2) in .
There are three types of diagram contributing to the six-point vertex counterterm,
showed in gure 15 and 16, from which we can compute
Z =
15
82
2   3
42
g2
1 + 2
   24(1  3
2)
2

g2
1 + 2
3
+O(3; 2g2; g4; g8) : (5.12)
The  function is
(; g) =
 
 4  @ logZ=Z
6

@ log 
!
=0
(5.13)
=
15
22
2   4
2

g2
1 + 2
  48(1  3
2)
2

g2
1 + 2
3
+O(3; 2g2; g4; g8) : (5.14)
Up to this order we nd: a zero at  = + > 0 from the rst two terms, and since
+ = O(g2) the third term is negligible; and a zero at  =   from the second and
the third therm, and since   = O(g4) the rst term is negligible. The positions of the
zeroes are
+ =
8
15
g2
1 + 2
+O(g4) ;   =  12(1  32)

g2
1 + 2
2
+O(g6) : (5.15)
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Figure 17. One loop and two loops diagrams.
The derivative of  is positive at 
+ and negative at   . Hence we have found that
perturbatively around large  there exists a xed point  = + which is IR stable, and
gives a scalar potential bounded from below. The xed point   on the other hand is only
physical for 1  32 < 0, because otherwise it gives the wrong sign of the scalar potential,
and it is unstable in the RG sense.
Having checked the existence of the xed point in perturbation theory, we proceed
to consider the anomalous dimension of boundary operators in this theory, similarly to
what we did in section (4.1) for the fermion case. We consider the mass-squared operator
O = jj2. Its anomalous dimension can be obtained from the renormalization of the 1PI
correlator of the composite operator with two elementary elds
hO(q = 0)( p)(p)i1PI : (5.16)
The one-loop (two-loop) diagrams contributing to the three-point function (5.16) are
showed in gure 14 (gure 17, respectively).
At one loop, using (5.11), the renormalization constant of the operator is found to be
ZO =   2
32
g2
1 + 2
+O(g4) ; (5.17)
and correspondingly the anomalous dimension is
O =   4
32
g2
1 + 2
+O(g4) : (5.18)
Dierently from the fermion case, we were not able to evaluate all of the dimensionally-
regularized integrals coming from the two-loop diagrams of gure 17. See the appendix G
for the details. Knowing the two-loop anomalous dimension would enable an extrapolation
to  = 1 that could be compared with the known estimates of the mass operator in the
Gross-Neveu CFT. This is therefore an interesting direction left for the future.
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5.3 QED3 with two avors
In this section we will discuss a realization in our setup of QED3 coupled to two Dirac
(complex two-component) fermions of charge 1. There are several reasons why this is an
interesting theory: it is conjectured to describe the easy-plane version of the \deconned"
Neel-VBS quantum phase transition in antiferromagnets [81], and enjoy an emergent O(4)
symmetry [82, 83]; while initially believed to be a second-order transition, recent evidences
from simulations of the spin system on the lattice [84] and from the conformal bootstrap [85]
suggest that this is actually a weakly rst-order transition, which can still be compatible
with the QED description if the latter has a complex xed point with O(4) symmetry (see
section 5 of [73] and [22]); it is conjectured to enjoy a self-duality [33, 82, 83, 86] and a
fermion-boson duality [87].
A simple way to realize QED with two avors in our setup would be to put the CFT of
two Dirac fermions on the boundary, and couple a bulk gauge eld to the U(1) symmetry
that gives charge 1 to both of them. However in this case we only expect a weakly coupled
cusp at  ! 1. For the purpose of attempting an extrapolation from weak coupling, it
would be desirable to have additional weakly coupled cusps, as in the example of section 4.
With this idea in mind, a more promising approach is to consider a generalization of the
former set-up in which we have two Maxwell gauge elds in the bulk and two Dirac fermions
on the boundary, namely two decoupled copies of the theory of section 4. By performing an
S-duality for either of the two gauge elds separately we nd again two free Dirac fermions
on the boundary. On the other hand using the larger electric-magnetic duality group that
exists for a theory of two gauge elds, we can also go to a duality frame where in the
decoupling limit we have precisely QED with two avors on the boundary.
In the rest of this section we will rst review electric-magnetic duality for multiple
Maxwell elds, and then show how to get QED with two avors starting with two copies of a
bulk gauge eld coupled to a boundary Dirac fermion. The task of performing perturbative
calculations of observables in this theory is left for the future.
5.3.1 Multiple Maxwell elds
The action of free bulk U(1)n gauge theory is determined in terms of n Abelian gauge elds
AI , such that F I = dAI and an nn symmetric matrix of complexied gauge couplings IJ
S[AI ; IJ ] =
Z
y0
d4x

1
4g2IJ
F IF
J; +
iIJ
322
F
I;F J;

(5.19)
=   i
8
Z
y0
d4x(IJF
 I
 F
 J;   IJF+IF+J); (5.20)
where IJ =
IJ
2 +
2i
g2IJ
and we introduced F;I = 12(F
I
 12F I;). This theory enjoys
an Sp(2n;Z) duality group
 0IJ = (A
K
I LM +BIM )(C
JNNM +D
J
M )
 1; (5.21)
where
M =
 
A B
C D
!
2 Sp(2n;Z) : (5.22)
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This duality group is generated by the three types of transformations obtained in [88, 89],
which we reproduce here10
T-type:
 
I B
0 I
!
;
where I the n n identity and B is a symmetric
matrix that generates  0 =  +B,
(5.23)
S-type:
 
I   J  J
J I   J
!
;
where J = diag(j1; j2; : : : ; jn) and ji 2 f0; 1g.
This gauges those Ai's that have ji = 1.
(5.24)
GL-type:
 
U 0
0 U 1T
!
; where U 2 SL(n;Z) generate the rotations A0 = U 1TA.
(5.25)
In the rest of this section we will be focusing on the case of n = 2. Following [88] we
dene the generators of Sp(4;Z) as
T =
0BBB@
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1CCCA ; S =
0BBB@
0
1
 1
0
1
0
0
1
1CCCA ; (5.26)
R1 =
0BBB@
1
1
0
0
1
1
1CCCA ; R2 =
0BBB@
1 1
0 1
0
0
1 0
 1 1
1CCCA : (5.27)
Furthermore we use the succinct notation S[1; 0], S[0; 1] to denote the gauging of A1, A2 (re-
spectively) and T [m;n] for the introduction of the Chern-Simons terms mA1dA1 + nA2dA2.
5.3.2 Targeting two-avor QED
We now have all the tools to obtain two-avour QED3 via an Sp(4;Z) action from a theory
of two free fermions. The action of two-avour QED3 is [83]
11
S[A0I ;  0IJ ]+
Z
y=0

i  1Da 1 + i  2Da+A01 2 +
1
4
ada+
1
2
adA02   1
4
A02dA02

+ 2CSg ;
(5.28)
10More precisely, these elements generate Sp(2n;Z)= , where we identify S   S.
11Here we are using a dierent charge normalization compared to [83]. For example, the lowest charged
gauge invariant operator is the meson  i j , which has charge 1 under gauge eld A
0
1 in our case but
charge 2 under the gauge eld X in [83]. Our choice is necessary if we want to start from (5.30), because
Sp(4;Z) respects the charge normalization. The dierence between the charge-two theory and charge-one
theory is that the former has fewer monopole operators. Starting with the charge-one theory, we can gauge
Z2  U(1)J , where U(1)J is the magnetic U(1) global symmetry. This has the eect of changing the gauge
group G = U(1) to ~G such that ~G=Z2 = G. For example, in this case G = U(1), and we gauge Z2  U(1)J ,
then the new gauge group is ~G = U(1) but with the replacement of the gauge eld A ! 2A, namely all
the particle charges are multiplied by 2 [10, 90]. In this way we obtain the charge-two theory.
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where A0I=1;2 are bulk U(1) gauge elds while a is a 3d spinc connection. The gravitational
term CSg is needed becauseZ
@M
1
4
ada+ 2CSg = 2
Z
M

  1
48
TrR ^R
(2)2
+
1
82
f ^ f

; (5.29)
which is well-dened for a spinc connection a.
12
We want to target this action via an Sp(4;Z) transformation from
S[AI ; IJ ] +
Z
@M
(i  1DA1 1 + i  2DA2 2) ; (5.30)
where AI=1;2 are spinc connections. To this end, we can start from a rotation of the gauge
elds by performing a GL-type transformation with
U =
 
1  1
0 1
!
; (5.31)
and then act with T [1; 0]( 1)S[1; 0]T [ 1; 0].13 The resulting relation between  and  0 is 
11 12
21 22
!
=
0@  012 +  022   ( 012+1)(  011+ 021+2) 011 1   012( 021+1)+( 011 1) 022 011 1
 ( 012+1) 021+( 011 1) 022
 011 1
( 011 1) 022  012 021
 011 1
1A : (5.32)
The decoupling limit of (5.28) is 
 011  012
 021  022
!
=
 
1 0
0 1
!
; (5.33)
which according to (5.32) corresponds to 
11 12
21 22
!
=
 
1 +1 1
1 1
!
; (5.34)
by which we mean 12   22 = 21   22 = 11   1   22 = 0 is satised while taking the
limit 22 !1.
Let us also write down explicitly the self-dualities of the theory (5.30).14 Recall from
section 4 that
S[A;  ] +
Z
y=0
i  DA ; (5.35)
and
S[A0;  0] +
Z
y=0
iDA0 ; (5.36)
12In the sense that this combination of boundary CS term is independent of the choices of dierent
extensions of the boundary into bulk mod 2 Z
13We follow the notation in [27] that the minus sign in S2 =  1 denotes charge conjugation.
14Note that here we are not shifting the denition of the bulk coupling  by 1=2 as we did in (4.1). So
the transformation is the same as the one presented in [27] instead of the transformation  0 =  1=4 that
we had in the previous section.
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are equivalent when  0 = ST 2ST 1   = (   1)=(2   1). Applying this to either A1 or
A2 in (5.30), we obtain that the decoupling limits in the two following duality frames also
correspond to two free Dirac fermions
 00IJ = S[1; 0]T [ 2; 0]S[1; 0]T [ 1; 0]  IJ ; (5.37)
 000IJ = S[0; 1]T [0; 2]S[0; 1]T [0; 1]  IJ : (5.38)
Hence, in the variable IJ the theory (5.30) has weakly coupled cusps at 
11 12
21 22
!
=
 
1 0
0 1
!
;
 
12 0
0 1
!
;
 
1 0
0 12
!
: (5.39)
To summarize, we showed that the theory (5.30) of two bulk gauge elds coupled to two
Dirac fermions has two additional duality frames (5.39) in which the boundary theory is
still the free theory of two Dirac fermions, and a duality frame (5.34) in which the boundary
theory is QED3 with two avors. Clearly, additional duality frames corresponding to QED3
with two avors can be obtained by applying the transformation (5.32) to either of the
additional free-fermions points. This is a promising setup to study QED3 with two avors
via an extrapolation from the weakly-coupled points.
6 Future directions
We conclude by discussing some directions for future investigation.
 A universal feature of the setup considered in this paper is the existence of bulk line
operators, whose endpoints may be attached to boundary charged operators. It is
possible to assign conformal dimensions to the local operators at the location where
the line defect ends on the boundary, and these dimensions can be computed per-
turbatively. Similarly to cusp anomalous dimensions, they are functions of the angle
between the defect and the boundary. Starting with the dimensions of the endpoints
of 't Hooft lines (and 't Hooft-Wilson lines) around  ! 1 with a certain CFT on
the boundary, it would be interesting to attempt an extrapolation to the cusps on
the real axis, where they approach the dimensions of local monopole operators in the
gauged version of the initial CFT. Concretely, in the example of section 4, from the
dimension of the endpoint of a 't Hooft line around the Dirac fermion point one can
attempt to recover the scaling dimension of the spin operator of the O(2) model.
 It would be interesting to perform perturbative calculations of anomalous dimensions
and of the free energy in the theory with two bulk gauge elds presented in section 5.3,
and attempt an extrapolation to QED3 with two avors. In particular, it is possi-
ble to use our setup to test whether this theory exists as a real CFT, by studying
the dimension of four-fermion operators and checking whether they cross marginal-
ity before we reach the QED cusp, leading to the \phase-transition" described in
section 2.6.
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 In the model considered in section 4 we have only used the two-sided extrapolations
to give estimates for the O(2) model. However there are innitely many other cusps
on the real axis where strongly-coupled CFTs live, and they are of course amenable
to the same extrapolation technique. These theories typically take the form of QED-
CS theories, and they also describe interesting phase transitions [91]. A direction
for the future would be to use our method to give estimates for the observables of
these theories.
 Finally, dualities analogous to the one considered in this paper exist for N = 2 gauge
theory. One of the simplest examples is the so-called triality [92{95] generated by
ST transformation [89, 96], with (ST )3 = 1. It would be interesting to see how the
triality can improve the extrapolation. Thanks to supersymmetric localization the
boundary free energy and dimensions of chiral endpoints of line operators are exactly
computable [50]. For many other interesting observables, such as the conformal
dimensions of operators analogous to O0, which are non-protected, one has to resort
to Feynman diagrams.
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A Method of images
In this appendix we show how to compute the two-point function of F in the free theory
using the method of images.
Reections about the boundary are implemented by the matrix
R  = 

   2nn ; (A.1)
where n is the inward pointing vector normal to the boundary. Note that the reection
of the eld strength
FR(x)  R 
0
 R
0
 F00(Rx) (A.2)
has components (FRya(x);
gFRya(x)) = ( Fya(Rx); ~Fya(Rx)). Hence, the combination
hF(x1)F(x2)iR3R+  hF(x1)F(x2)iR4   shF(x1)FR(x2)iR4 ; (A.3)
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satises the equation of motion and Bianchi identity for y  0, and also satises the
Dirichlet (Neumann with  = 0) boundary condition upon choosing the sign s = 1 (s =  1,
respectively). Even though Bose symmetry is not manifest in (A.3), it is satised because
hF(x1)FR(x2)iR4 = hFR(x1)F(x2)iR4 . We can then rewrite the image term using the
cross-ratio  and the vectors Xi  by means of the following identity
R 
0
 I0(x1  Rx2) = I(x12)  2X1X2  : (A.4)
In this way we nd (2.19).
In the more general case of Neumann boundary condition with  6= 0, consider the
combination
F 0 = F + i ~F =M 
00
 F00 (A.5)
M 00 = 
0
[
0
] + i

2
 
00
 : (A.6)
For F 0 the problem is reduced to the Neumann boundary condition with  = 0, so we have
hF 0(x1)F 0(x2)iR3R+  hF 0(x1)F 0(x2)iR4 + hF 0(x1)(F 0)R(x2)iR4 : (A.7)
Note that
(F 0)R(x) =M 
00
 F
R
00 ; (A.8)
M 00 = 
0
[
0
]   i

2
 
00
 : (A.9)
Multiplying both sides of (A.7) by M 1 
M 1 we obtain
hF(x1)F(x2)iR3R+ = hF(x1)F(x2)iR4 + (M 1M) 
00
 hF(x1)FR00(x2)iR4 :
(A.10)
Finally we use that
(M 1M) 00 =
1  2
1 + 2

0
[
0
]   i

1 + 2
 
00
 ; (A.11)
to write the nal result for the two-point function in terms of the parameter  and the
covariant structures G and H, thus obtaining (2.23).
B Defect OPE of F
Let us consider what can appear as a primary inside the bulk-to-boundary OPE of the
eld strength F . By spin selection rules only vectors are admitted, with two possible
structures, namely
F(~x; y) 
y!0
1
y2 b1 V^ a1 (~x)2a[]y  
1
y2 b2 iabcV^2 c(~x)a[]b + : : : (B.1)
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and the ellipsis denotes contributions from descendants. Using the bulk eom and Bianchi
identity, we have that
@yFya  (
b1   2)
y3 b1 V^1 a(~x) + : : : ;
@y ~Fya   i(
b2   2)
y3 b1 V^2 a(~x) + : : : ; (B.2)
must be boundary descendants. This requires b1 = b2 = 2. We conclude that the only
allowed boundary primaries are conserved currents.
To obtain the complete form of the bulk-to-boundary OPE of F (including all the
descendants) we rst need the exact hFV^ i correlator. This can be easily computed using
the techniques of [97] to nd
hFya(x)V^i c(0)i = 1
x4

2y2ac
x2
  Iac(x)

c1i()  2i c2i() y
x2
acdx
d

;
hFab(x)V^i c(0)i = 1
x4

i

2y2abc
x2
  abdIdc (x)

c2i()  2c1i() y
x2
(acxb   bcxa)

; (B.3)
where cij() are dened in eq. (2.57). The bulk-to-boundary OPE of F can now be obtained
by expanding both sides of (B.3) to nd
Fab(~x; y) =
1X
n=0
( 1)n
"
(acbd   adbc)y@d (y
2~@ 2)n
(2n+ 1)!
V^ c1 (~x)  iabc
(y2~@ 2)n
2n!
V^ c2 (~x)
#
;
Fya(~x; y) =
1X
n=0
( 1)n
"
 (y
2~@ 2)n
2n!
V^1 a(~x) + iabd y@
d (y
2~@ 2)n
(2n+ 1)!
V^ b2 (~x)
#
: (B.4)
With the bulk-to-boundary OPE above, it is straightforward to obtain the hFF i 2-point
function in terms of the defect CFT data as in (2.55).
C Bulk OPE limit of hFFi
Here we present some details of the bootstrap analysis presented in section 2.8. To simplify
computations, it is convenient to start from a conguration where the two bulk operators
lie at the same parallel distance from the defect, i.e. ~x12 = 0. In this case some expressions
in (2.55) simplify considerably, e.g.
Gay;by(~x12 = 0; y1   y2) =   ab
(y1   y2)4 ; (C.1)
Hay;by(~x12 = 0; y1; y2) =
2X1 yX2 yab
(y1   y2)4 y1!y2  
2ab
(y1   y2)4 ; (C.2)
Gab;cy(~x12 = 0; y1   y2) = 0 = Hab;cy(~x12 = 0; y1; y2) ; (C.3)
v4j~x12=0 =
(y1   y2)4
(y1 + y2)4

y1!y2
(y1   y2)4
16y42
: (C.4)
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It is now a simple exercise to derive the bulk OPE limit of (2.55)
hFab(~x; y1)Fcy(~x; y2)i 
y1!y2
  i3
16y42
abc + : : : ;
hFay(~x; y1)Fby(~x; y2)i 
y1!y2
 

1
(y1   y2)4 +
2
16y42

ab + : : : (C.5)
where the ellipsis denote contributions from descendants. On the other hand from (2.66)
one nds
hFab(~x; y1)Fcy(~x; y2)i 
y1!y2
1
12
aF ~F (; )
y42
abc + : : : ;
hFay(~x; y1)Fby(~x; y2)i 
y1!y2
 

g2
2
1
(y1   y2)4  
1
12
a2F (; )
y42

ab + : : : : (C.6)
Crossing symmetry now implies that (C.6) and (C.5) must match, therefore
1 =
g2
2
; aF 2(; ) =  
3
4
2; aF ~F (; ) =  i
3
4
3: (C.7)
From the solution above, upon using (2.56) one obtains
c11(; ) + c22(; ) =
2g2
2
; aF 2(; ) =
3
8
(c22(; )  c11(; )); aF ~F (; ) = i
3
4
c12(; ):
(C.8)
D Current two-point functions
In this appendix derive some useful relations between the two-point functions of the con-
served boundary currents. The two-point functions of the currents V^ ai | see (2.52) | in
momentum space are
hV^ ai (p)V^ bj ( p)i =  
2
2
cijp

ab   p
apb
p2

+
ij
2
abcpc : (D.1)
The main goal is to express the coecients cij | that enter directly in the expression of
the bulk two-point and one-point functions | in terms of the two-point correlator of the
current J^a, which is more natural to compute in perturbation theory at large  .
In perturbation theory it is convenient to dene a two-point function of J^a that cannot
be disconnected by cutting a photon line, which we will call one-photon irreducible and
denote with the symbol 
hJ^a(p)J^b( p)ijone-photon irr.  ab(p) =  
2
2
c(; )p

ab   p
apb
p2

+
(; )
2
abcpc :
(D.2)
Clearly this two-point function reduces to the two-point function of the current of the 3d
CFT as  !1. By resumming the diagrams in gure 18 we obtain
hJ^a(p)J^b( p)i =  (p)  (1 (p)  (p)) 1ab (D.3)
=  
2
2
cJ(; )p

ab   p
apb
p2

+
J(; )
2
abcpc ; (D.4)
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〈Jˆa(p)Jˆb(−p)〉 = Jˆa(p) Jˆb(−p) + Jˆa(p) Jˆb(−p)
+ Jˆa(p) Jˆb(−p) + · · ·+ Jˆa(p) Jˆb(−p) + . . .
Figure 18. The two-point function of the boundary current J^ . The shaded blob represents the
one-photon irreducible two-point function (p), by which we mean the sum of all the diagrams that
cannot be disconnected by cutting a photon line. The full two-point function can be obtained in
terms of , via the geometric sum shown in the gure.
〈Vˆ a2 (p)Vˆ b2 (−p)〉 = Vˆ a2 (p) Vˆ b2 (−p) + Vˆ a2 (p) 〈Jˆ Jˆ〉 Vˆ b2 (−p)
〈Jˆa(p)Vˆ b2 (−p)〉 = 〈Jˆa(p)Jˆ〉 Vˆ b2 (−p)
Figure 19. Relations between the two-point functions involving the current V2 and the two-point
function hJJi. The relation in the second line is only true up to a contact term.
where  is the boundary propagator of the photon (see eq. (2.46)) and
2
2
cJ =
2
2 c

2
2 cg
2 + 2 + 1

+
g22
42
2
2 cg
2 + 1
2
+

 + g
2
2
2 ; (D.5)
J
2
=

g2

2
2 cg
2
2
+ 2

2 +  g
2
2 + 1


2
2 cg
2 + 1
2
+

 + g
2
2
2 : (D.6)
We will also need the mixed two-point function hJ^ V^2i which similarly can be
parametrized as
hJ^a(p)V^ b2 ( p)i =  
2
2
cJ2p

ab   p
apb
p2

+
J2
2
abcpc : (D.7)
Since V^ a2 =
i
2 
abcFbcjy=0, we can readily express the two-point function of V^2 and the mixed
two-point function of V^2 and J^ in terms of the two-point function of J^ and the boundary
propagator of the photon, using the relations depicted in gure 19. We obtain
2
2
c22 =
g2
1 + 2
+

g2
1 + 2
2 
2   1 2
2
cJ   2 J
2

; (D.8)
22
2
=   g
2
1 + 2
 +

g2
1 + 2
2 
2cJ +
 
2   1 J
2

; (D.9)
2
2
cJ2 =
g2
1 + 2

  
2
2
cJ +
J
2

; (D.10)
J2
2
= 1  g
2
1 + 2

2
2
cJ + 
J
2

: (D.11)
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Finally, using that V^1 =  g2J^   V^2, we obtain that
2
2
c11 =
2
2
 
g4cJ + 2g
2cJ2 + 
2c22

=
g2
1 + 2
2  

g2
1 + 2
2 
2   1 2
2
cJ   2 J
2

; (D.12)
11
2
= g4
J
2
+ 2g2
J2
2
+ 2
22
2
=
g2
1 + 2

 
2 + 2
   g2
1 + 2
2
2cJ +
 
2   1 J
2

; (D.13)
2
2
c12 =  
2
2
 
g2cJ2 + c22

=   g
2
1 + 2
 +

g2
1 + 2
2
2cJ +
 
2   1 J
2

; (D.14)
12
2
=  g2J2
2
   22
2
=   g
2
1 + 2
 

g2
1 + 2
2 
2   1 2
2
cJ   2 J
2

: (D.15)
We see that all the coecients cij can be expressed in terms of the functions of the coupling
cJ and J (or equivalently c and ). As a check, note that the rst identity in (2.69),
that was derived from the contribution of the identity in the bulk OPE and relates c11 and
c22, is identically satised.
E Calculation of hV^iV^jD^i
We start by computing the three-point function
hF(x1)F(x2)D^(~x3)i : (E.1)
using the boundary channel. At leading order in the boundary OPE limit the three-point
function becomes
hV^ ai (~x1)V^ bj (~x2)D^(~x3)i ; (E.2)
which upon placing the displacement operator at innity simplies to [45, 46]
hV^ ai (~x1)V^ bj (~x2)D^(1)i  lim
~x3!1
j~x3j8hV^ ai (~x1)V^ bj (~x2)D^(~x3)i = (1)ijD^+ 
ab + 
(1)
ijD^  x^
c
12
abc :
(E.3)
From the boundary OPE-channel we nd
hFay(x1)Fby(x2)D^(1)i = (1)11D^+ ab + 
(1)
11D^  (x^
f
12abf + : : : ) ; (E.4)
hFay(x1)Fbc(x2)D^(1)i =  i bce((1)12D^+ ae + 
(1)
12D^  (x^
f
12aef + : : : )) ; (E.5)
hFab(x1)Fcd(x2)D^(1)i =   abecdg((1)22D+eg + (1)22D  (x^f12egf + : : : )) ; (E.6)
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where the ellipses denote the descendant contributions from the second term of (E.3),
which are proportional to 
(1)
ijD^  and will not play any role in the following.
Next, we compute the three-point function using the bulk OPE channel. The Lorentz
spin and scaling dimensions of the full set of operators appearing in the OPE of two
F 's can be found in [98] | see eq. (2.12) therein | where they are discussed in the
context of the so-called minimal type-C higher spin theory on AdS5, the bulk dual to the
free Maxwell CFT4. All the operators with scaling dimension  > 4 in this OPE are
higher-spin conserved currents (there is both a family of symmetric traceless tensors and a
family of mixed-symmetry ones), and in addition there is the identity operator and a few
operators of scaling dimension  = 4: the scalar operators F 2 and F ~F , the stress tensor
T = (
1
g2
FF

  trace), and a non-conserved operator in the representation (2; 0)(0; 2)
of rotations, i.e. a tensor with four indices and the same symmetry and trace properties of
a Weyl tensor, for this reason we will denote it as W. The three-point function in the
bulk OPE channel is written as a sum of the bulk-boundary two-point functions between
these operators and the displacement operator. Let us analyze which of these two-point
functions can contribute. First of all, it is easy to see that two-point function between
the conserved higher-spin currents and the displacement operator must vanish. This is an
instance of the more general statement that in boundary CFTs bulk conserved currents J
can only have non-zero two-point functions with a scalar boundary operator O^ that has the
same scaling dimension. The latter statement can be easily proved by placing the boundary
operator at innity, because in this case invariance under scaling and parallel translations
force the two-point function to take the schematic form
hJ(y; ~x)O^(1)i = bJO^
1
yJ O^
(structure) ; (E.7)
where \structure" denotes an appropriate tensor built out of the  , the unit normal vec-
tor n and possibly epsilon tensors. Clearly when J 6= O^ this two-point function cannot
be compatible with current conservation unless the coecient bJO^ vanishes. Moreover,
rotational invariance (2.77) implies that also the operator W has vanishing two-point
function with the displacement.15 Therefore, the only bulk operators that can contribute
to the three-point function are the scalar operators and the stress-tensor. When the dis-
placement is placed at innity, the corresponding two-point functions are
hF 2(x)D^(1)i = bF 2;D^ ; (E.9)
hF ~F (x)D^(1)i = bF ~F ;D^ ; (E.10)
hT(x)D^(1)i = bT;D^

yy   1
4


: (E.11)
15To see this, consider the projector on the (2; 0) representation
(P (2;0)) 
0000
  1
2
P+ 
00
 P
+ 00
 +
1
2
P+ 
00
 P
+ 00
   1
3
P+;P
+00;00 : (E.8)
Since the two-point function between W(x) and D^(1) is a constant, the allowed structures are obtained
by acting with this projector on constant four-tensors built out of  and , such as: 0000 , 000y0y,
0000 , 000y0y. Applying the projector to any of these structures we nd 0.
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Using the OPE (2.76) and the Ward identity (2.77) we can express the above two-point
function coecients in terms of the one-point function of the scalar operators, and of the
coecient CD^ in the two-point function of the displacement, namely [38, 99, 100]
bF 2;D^ =  
32aF 2
2
; (E.12)
bF ~F ;D^ =  
32aF ~F
2
; (E.13)
bT;D^ =
4CD^
3
: (E.14)
Since the two-point functions are constant, we can simply plug in the three-point function
the leading bulk OPE, ignoring the descendants (and also ignoring the singular contribution
from the identity that drops from the three-point function)
F(x)F
(0) 
x!0
1
12
(

   )F 2(0) +
1
12
F
~F (0) + 2g2
[
[T
]
] (0) : (E.15)
Using eqs. (E.12){(E.13) in the two-point functions, we nd
hFay(x1)Fby(x2)D^(1)i = 

8
32
aF 2  
g2
3
CD^

ab ; (E.16)
hFab(x1)Fcd(x2)D^(1)i = 

8
32
aF 2 +
g2
3
CD^

abecde ; (E.17)
hFay(x1)Fbc(x2)D^(1)i =  8
32
aF ~F abc : (E.18)
Finally, by comparing (E.16) with (E.4) we nd (2.84).
F Dimension of the boundary pseudo stress tensor
In section 4 we mentioned that the conservation of the stress tensor of the 3d CFT is
violated at g 6= 0 due to multiplet recombination. At g 6= 0 we will call this operator
boundary pseudo stress tensor. This is expected from the Ward identities derived in [100].
In this appendix we exploit this idea, to reproduce the one loop result of (4.16). We start
from the boundary Lagrangian of a 3d Dirac fermion  
L = i  DA ; (F.1)
where Da = (@a   iAa) and Da  = (@a + iAa)  . The algebra of gamma matrices is
fa; bg = 2ab. The pseudo boundary stress tensor is
(O2)ab =
i
2
[  (aDb)  D(a  b) ]; (F.2)
where the symmetrization includes a factor of 1=2. Note that the above operator is traceless
as a consequence of the equations of motion:
aDa = 0 Da  
a = 0: (F.3)
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Using [Da; Db] =  iFab we obtain
@aO
ab
2 = F
ab  a ; (F.4)
In the decoupling limit g ! 0 the two-point function of Fab vanishes, hence eectively the
right-hand side of (F.4) is 0 and the operator Oab2 becomes a proper stress tensor for the
boundary theory, with conformal dimension 2 = 3. Upon turning on g, this dimension
must be lifted from the unitarity bound, i.e. 2(g) = 3 + g
2
(2)
2 + O(g
4). The two-point
function of O2 is xed by 3d conformal invariance to be
hO2ab(~x)O2cd(0)i = C2(g)j~xj22(g) I
ab;cd(~x) ;
Iab;cd(~x) =
1
2
[I3d ac(~x)I3d bd(~x) + I3d ad(~x)I3d bc(~x)]  1
3
abcd ; (F.5)
with I3d ac(~x) dened in (2.42) and C2(g) = c
(0)
2 + g
2c
(2)
2 + O(g
4), being c
(0)
2 =
3
162
the
central charge for a single free 3d Dirac fermion [101]. Furthermore the recombination
rule (F.4) tells us
h@aO2ab(~x) @cOcd2 (0)i = h(F ab  a )(~x)(F cd  c )(0)i: (F.6)
On one hand, the r.h.s. of (F.6) can be computed at three level using (2.43) with the result
h(F ca  c )(~x)(F db  d )(0)i =
4g2c
(0)
J
2
I3d ab(~x)
j~xj8 +O(g
4); (F.7)
where c
(0)
J =
1
82
is the central charge for the U(1) conserved current J^a =  a of a free
3d Dirac fermion [101].
On the other hand, taking two derivatives of (F.5) and expanding to the lowest non
trivial order in g gives
h@cO2ca(~x) @dO2db(0)i = 10
3
g2c
(0)
2 
(2)
2
I3d ab(~x)
j~xj8 +O(g
4): (F.8)
Hence the above result, together with (F.6) and (F.8) xes the anomalous dimension of O2
up to O(g4) terms to be
2(g) = 3 +
6
52
c
(0)
J
c
(0)
2
g2 +O(g4) = 3 +
4
52
g2 +O(g4); (F.9)
in agreement with (4.16).
G Two-loop integrals
In the perturbative calculations of anomalous dimensions we encountered two-loop dia-
grams with operator insertions at zero-momentum and two external legs. After performing
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tensor reduction to get rid of the numerators, the resulting integrals always take the form
of a two-loop massless two-point integral, namely
G(n1; n2; n3; n4; n5)  (4)d(k2)n1+n2+n3+n4+n5 d

Z
ddp
(2)d
ddq
(2)d
1
(p2)n1(q2)n2((k + p)2)n3((k + q)2)n4((p  q)2)n5 :
(G.1)
k here is the external momentum associated to the two external legs, and p and q are
the loop momenta. The powers ni depend on the diagram we are considering (and in
fact each diagrams will give rise to a linear combination of G's with several dierent sets
of ni's after reducing the numerators). In order to extract the two-loop renormalization
constants we need to nd the 1=2 and 1= poles in the  ! 0 expansion of the constants
G(n1; n2; n3; n4; n5), evaluated at d = 3  2. (The coecient of 1=2 are xed by one-loop
data, so they do not contain new information.)
The function G(n1; n2; n3; n4; n5) enjoys a large group of symmetries [102] that al-
lows to relate its values at dierent sets of quintuples of powers. Some of the symme-
tries are manifest from the denition, e.g. G(n1; n2; n3; n4; n5) = G(n2; n1; n4; n3; n5) =
G(n3; n4; n1; n2; n5) = G(n4; n3; n2; n1; n5). When one or more of the ni's vanish, there is a
closed expression for G(n1; n2; n3; n4; n5) in terms of gamma functions. When all of the ni's
are integer, the strategy to compute G(n1; n2; n3; n4; n5) is to use integration-by-parts iden-
tities [103, 104] to lower the positive ni's, until the result is reduced to a linear combination
of G's with at least one vanishing entry. However, due to the 1=jpj \non-local" propagator
of the photon restricted to the boundary, in our setup we encounter diagrams in which two
of the ni's are half-integer, and the remaining three are integer.
16 In this case it might
be impossible to reduce to the case of a vanishing power using integration-by-parts, and
a further input is needed. The paper [105] derived a closed formula for G(n1; n2; n3; 1; 1)
(and symmetry-related cases), with generic real n1; n2; n3, in terms of the generalized hy-
pergeometric function 3F2. To recover the 1=
2 and 1= poles from the result of [105], one
needs to perform a Taylor expansion of the 3F2 in its parameters. This is typically hard
to do analytically, but the algorithm of [106] can be used to expand numerically to very
high precision.
The strategy that we used is then to reduce all of the integrals that we encountered to
a small number of \master integrals" using integration-by-parts identities. These master
integrals have the property that they can be evaluated with the formula in [105], and that
using the numerical expansion we can easily recognize the values of the coecients. To
compute anomalous dimensions in the fermion theory of section 4 we used the following
16Specically, this happens for the diagrams that compute the coecient of (Im)
2
j j2 in the two-loop anoma-
lous dimensions. The diagrams that compute the coecient of (Re)
2
j j2 do have only integer powers, and in
fact they are the same as the diagrams in large-k perturbation theory of CS-matter theories that compute
the leading corrections to parity-even observables.
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two master integrals
G

1;
1
2
;
1
2
; 1; 1


!0
0
2
+
0

+O(1) ; (G.2)
G

1;
3
2
;
1
2
; 1; 1


!0
0
2
+
4

+O(1) : (G.3)
We never needed the 1= coecient of the master integral in the second line, and the only
case in which we needed its 1=2 coecient is in the check that the gauged current does not
get any anomalous dimension. So all of our non-trivial results only depend on the master
integral in the rst line. In the scalar theory of section 5.2 we also encountered the integral
G(1; 12 ;
1
2 ; 1; 2), which we were not able to compute with this strategy.
We will now give the result that we found for the contribution of each diagram to the
renormalization constants. We make reference to the labeling of the diagrams in gure 8. In
the two-loop calculation we also need to consider the one-loop diagram with the insertions
of one-loop counterterms for the vertex or for the internal fermion lines, and we refer to this
contribution as \c.t.". We denote L  log(2) E where E is the Euler constant and  is
the scale introduced by dimensional regularization. Locality of counterterms requires that
the L-dependence must cancel from the coecient of the 1= pole when all the diagrams
are summed up, but generically it will be present in single diagrams. The cancelation of
the L-dependence (and also the cancelation of  in the gauge-invariant quantities) in the
sum of all the diagrams is a check of the calculation.
 Wavefunction renormalization of the fermion: denoting the external momentum
running on the fermion line with k, all the diagrams are proportional to =k, with
coecients
(a) =
g2
1 + 2
(2  3)
122
; (G.4)
(b:1) =
g4
(1 + 2)2

(2  3)2
28842
(1 + 2L) +
632   90 + 32
4324
+
2
962

; (G.5)
(b:2) =
g4
(1 + 2)2

 (2  3)
2
14442
(1 + 2L)  117
2   168 + 64
4324
  
2
1922

; (G.6)
(b:3) =   g
4
(1 + 2)2
1  2
1922
; (G.7)
c.t. =
g4
(1 + 2)2

(2  3)2
14442
(1 + L) +
542   78 + 28
4324

: (G.8)
Requiring the divergence to cancel with  ((Z )2)=k, we obtain eq. (4.12).
 Anomalous dimension of O0: summing over all possible insertions in the given topol-
ogy, the diagrams give
(a) =
g2
1 + 2
2 + 
42
; (G.9)
(b:1) =
g4
(2 + 1)2

(2 + )(10  3)
9642
(1 + 2L)  27
2   86   232
1444
+
2
322

;
(G.10)
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(b:2) =
g4
(2 + 1)2

 (2 + )(2  3)
4842
(1 + 2L) +
632 + 40   112
1444
+
32
642

;
(G.11)
(b:3) =   g
4
(2 + 1)2
5  52
642
; (G.12)
c.t. =
g4
(1 + 2)2

 (2 + )
2
1642
(1 + L)  2
2 + 7 + 6
84

: (G.13)
Requiring the divergence to cancel with ((Z )
2Z0), we obtain eq. (4.13).
 Anomalous dimension of O2: we sum over all possible insertions in the given topology.
The diagrams are proportional to the tree-level insertion of O2 (see gure 7) with the
following coecients
(a) =   g
2
1 + 2
34  15
602
; (G.14)
(b:1) =
g4
(1 + 2)2

 225
2   300 + 4
720042
(1 + 2L)
 5175
2   12690 + 4096
540004
  
2
2402

; (G.15)
(b:2) =
g4
(1 + 2)2

452   132 + 116
72042
(1 + 2L)
+
13052   6432 + 8416
108004
  
2
9602

; (G.16)
(b:3) =
g4
(1 + 2)2
29  52
9602
; (G.17)
c.t. =
g4
(1 + 2)2

 (15   34)
2
360042
(1 + L)  675
2   9735 + 18598
270004

: (G.18)
Requiring the divergence to cancel with ((Z )
2Z2), we obtain eq. (4.14).
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